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 The translocation of the T7 genome into the cell is a multistep process. Following 
adsorption, approximately 850bp of the 40kb linear genome is internalized to expose 
host-specific promoters in the leading end to transcription components. There are three 
strong early promoters, PA1, PA2, and PA3 on this leading 850 bp.  Further T7 genome 
internalization is coupled to transcription and I have measured internalization rates to 
characterize the rate of transcription by E. coli RNA polymerase in vivo. E.coli RNAP 
internalizes the entire 40kb and distal parts of the genome are internalized nearly as 
efficiently and at the same rate as the leading end. I have shown that processivity is 
dependent on the antitermination element boxA, located 63 bp downstream from PA3,
and on only one of the three early promoters. However, when any one of boxA, PA3, or 
the host antitermination factor nusB is mutated the efficiency, rate, and apparent 
processivity of transcription – and thus the efficiency of genome internalization are all 
significantly reduced. The PA3 promoter, boxA, and E. coli nusB are all non-essential for 
T7 growth, but they confer a fitness benefit to wild-type phage by increasing the rate of 
genome internalization.  
 In T7, the minimal requirement for antitermination is promoter PA3 and the boxA
sequence. I have found that transcripts initiating at PA1 and PA2 are not effectively 
antiterminated by boxA, however those from PA3 alone do. Upon further investigation it 
vi
was shown that there is a requirement for sequences upstream of the -35 hexamer of PA3 
to confer full antitermination.  
 After T7 expresses its own single-subunit RNA polymerase, bacteriophage T7 
must shutoff host transcription via the phage proteins gp0.7 and gp2. In the absence of 
host RNAP shutoff, T7 DNA is degraded and the infection fails. I have found that the 
absence of either promoter PA3 or boxA,gene 2 is unnecessary for growth. These results 
argue the target for shutoff is actually antiterminating transcription.  
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Introduction 
 The bacteriophage was first investigated as a bacteriolytic agent and an 
antibacterial therapeutic well before virus structure and composition was elucidated. Two 
bacteriologists can be independently credited with phage discovery. In 1915, Frederick 
Twort, an English bacteriologist, identified lysed Staphylococcus colonies grown from 
Vaccinia preparations and found they possessed an agent that propagated itself by growth 
on bacteria (Twort 1915). This paper garnered little attention, and remained unnoticed 
until 1921. Only two years later than Twort’s publication, in 1917, d’Herelle published 
the observation that a filterable agent lysed dysentery bacteria. This work had culminated 
from an observation d’Herelle had noted while culturing Coccobacillus from locusts 
(d'Herelle 1949). Sick locusts were observed to have diarrhea, and when the fecal 
bacteria were plated, clearing zones were noted. Some substance in these clearing zones 
killed bacteria and d’Herelle found this could be isolated from other bacterial sources. 
Unlike Twort, d’Herelle pursued this further and applied other bacteriophages to treating 
chicken typhus first, and then to cholera and dysentery. Generally, his work was well 
received and this led to the elementary bacteriophage-lysis model and kindled enthusiasm 
in the medical community. Twort’s publication resurfaced later because it was pertinent 
to the work presented by Bordet and Ciuca at the Belgian Society of Biology meeting in 
1921 concerning the nature of the virus (Bordet 1921).Twort’s finding introduced doubt 
about the first “discoverer of the phage”, inaugurating a debate that still persists. 
  While d’Herelle pursued applied bacteriophage therapy for infectious disease, the 
theoretical nature of the bacteriophage and lysis was explored by others. The phage was 
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still largely uncharacterized; it was believed to be either the simplest form of life that had 
evolved a growth requirement for a specific substance in living matter, or an enzyme that 
induced its own production as it killed infected cells. During this period, the scientific 
community first realized the importance of the workings of bacterial viruses to the 
relevance of the nature of the cell.  
 The defining paradigm shift in phage biology cannot be attributed to the original 
phage pioneers, but to those involved with Max Delbrück and the phage group. During 
the 1930s, Delbrück, a theoretical physicist, began looking into the nature of the gene and 
chose bacteriophage as his model system.  In 1941, Delbrück met Salvador Luria, a 
medical doctor interested in physics at an American Physical Society meeting and as 
consequence initiated collaboration in phage research. Delbrück and Luria’s work led to 
the mutual exclusion principle in which an individual bacterium can only be infected by 
one strain of phage (Delbruck and Luria 1942). Furthermore, it was recognized 
“bacteriophage resistance” could be attributed to independent mutations arising from the 
same ancestral cell and the resistance to one phage would not necessarily effect growth of 
another (Luria and Delbruck 1943). Demerec and Fano expanded Luria and Delbrück’s 
findings by using seven different lytic phages (designated Type 1 (T1) through Type 7 
(T7)) to examine mutations that conferred exclusion within a common strain (E.coli B) 
(Demerec and Fano 1945). These seven phages are central to an agreement reached at a 
meeting organized during the summer of 1944 at Cold Spring Harbor that became known 
as the “Phage Treaty”. Delbrück and the phage group proposed using these lytic phages 
to study the gene. The T-phages were chosen because they were characterized as “well-
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behaved”, as the plaques were easily seen and countable, and the phages could be 
propagated and mutants excluded for growth on E.coli B. By design, this strategy 
facilitated a simple genetic selection between phages and a common strain of bacterium 
to study the nature of the genetic element.  
 Any similarity between the T-odd and T-even phages is fortuitous. Theses phages 
were typed and classified using host range and serological techniques. Unbeknownst to 
the phage group, T2, T4, and T6 would eventually be found to be genetically and 
structurally similar; T3 and T7 are closely related, and T1 and T5 are distinct from the 
others. These phages largely came from various unrelated sources. The source of T1 and 
T2 phages are the α and γ strains of Delbrück and Luria. These were received from Dr. 
Bronfenbrenner as two phages (P28 and PC, respectively) that were active on the same 
host (Luria 1984). T3, T4, T5, and T6 were isolated from a mixture of lytic phages 
provided by Dr. Tony Rakieten, and T7 was isolated from a coliphage “mixture” supplied 
by Dr. Ward MacNeal. Both Demerec (1944) and Delbrück (1945) isolated T7 
independently; Delbrück referred to his phage as δ, but this designation disappeared and 
Delbrück was supposed to have destroyed his stocks (Delbruck 1946). All these phages 
came from either sewage or fecal matter (Boyd 1956).  
 The T-series phages established a true legacy in the history of molecular biology. 
It can be argued that much of the central dogma of molecular biology can be attributed to 
this group. Delbrück and Luria first found that genetic mutations arise in the absence of 
selection using T1 and T2 (Delbruck and Luria 1942). Hershey and Chase (1952) used T2 
to show DNA is indeed the genetic material (Hershey and Chase 1952). Restriction and 
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modification of DNA was first shown with T2 (Luria and Human 1952) . In 1955,  
Benzer used r mutants of T4 to map the gene to the nucleotide level (Benzer 1955). 
Messenger RNA was first identified by Volkin and Astrachan (1956), as a DNA-like 
RNA molecule detected by 32P incorporation following infection by T2 (Volkin and 
Astrachan 1956). Crick, Brenner, and Watts-Tobin (1961) took advantage of proflavin-
induced deletions in the B cistron of the rII gene in T4 to demonstrate the triplet nature of 
the genetic code (Crick, Barnett et al. 1961) . Amber mutants in a T4D head protein gene 
contributed to the determination of DNA-polypeptide colinearity (Sarabhai, Stretton et al. 
1964). The lack of genetics for T7 and T3 phages delayed the molecular characterization 
of the this group until a genetic map was published in 1969 (Studier 1969). However, T7 
soon established itself as a biochemical and genetic model for analysis of DNA 
replication and transcription.   
 
T7–like phages 
  Bacteriophage T7 is the prototype of a growing number of recognized phages 
within the family Podoviridae.  The members of this group infect not only enteric 
bacteria, but also pseudomonads, Vibrio spp., and cyanobacteria (Hardies, Comeau et al. 
2003; Kovalyova and Kropinski 2003; Sullivan, Coleman et al. 2005).Many of these 
phages share significant general structural homology with varying degrees of genome 
conservation. Expectedly, there is a correlation between host-specificity and relatedness. 
The coliphages T7 and T3, yersiniaphages φA1122 and φYeO3, and Pseudomonas putida 
phage gh-1 possess high nucleotide identity and significant genetic homology. The SP6-
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like group includes salmonellaphage SP6, the coliphages K1-E, K1-F, K5 and K1-5, and 
the erwiniaphage Era103.  These phages (and others) possess a polysaccharide-degrading 
enzyme on their tailspikes (Long, Bryant et al. 1995; Scholl, Adhya et al. 2002; Scholl, 
Kieleczawa et al. 2004; Scholl and Merril 2005). The Pseudomonas aeruginosa φKMV 
group includes two recently identified phages, LKD16 and LKA1, and unlike T7 and T3, 
place their RNAP gene near the structural genes (Ceyssens, Lavigne et al. 2006). Other 
more diverged T7-like phages lack the single subunit RNA-dependent DNA polymerase, 
a protein central to T7 biological processes and one has been found to possess a putative  
integrase (Sullivan, Coleman et al. 2005). 
 
T7 Structure 
 The T7 particle contains 11 different proteins and a 39,937 base-pair dsDNA 
genome (Figure 1). The icosahedral capsid of T7 (or T3) is smaller than other T-series 
phages with a diameter of approximately 60nm, enclosing a volume of about 105 nm3 
(Ronto, Agamalyan et al. 1983; Steven, Serwer et al. 1983).  The protein composition and 
stoichiometry of the mature virion were determined using both experimental data and 
predicted symmetry. The capsid is formed by 415 copies of two forms of the same 
protein (gp10), in a ratio of  gp10A (96.5%) to gp10B (3.5%)(Kemp, Garcia et al. 2005). 
Gp10B is the result of a -1 frameshift proximal to the 3’ end of gene 10A; phages making 
only gp10A appear normal whereas those making only gp10B yield smaller plaques 
(Condron, Atkins et al. 1991; Condron, Gesteland et al. 1991). In addition to DNA, three 
internal head proteins are packaged inside the capsid to form a morphologically defined  
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Figure 1
 The structural proteins of the T7 virion.
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structure called the internal core, which is a cylindrical structure 26 nm long by 21 nm 
wide (Serwer 1976; Steven 1986). The core complex is comprised of coaxially stacked 
rings of gp14, gp15, and gp16 (Kemp, Garcia et al. 2005). These proteins are ejected into 
the cell following adsorption and are instrumental in genome delivery, though the 
conformation of this complex outside of the capsid is unknown. The head also contains 
15-20 copies of gp6.7; the function of this protein may be both in particle maturation and 
DNA ejection (Kemp, Garcia et al. 2005). The packaged DNA has B-form geometry and 
is spooled around the internal core in about six coaxial shells, with three less ordered 
layers proximal to the core (Cerritelli, Cheng et al. 1997; Agirrezabala, Martin-Benito et 
al. 2005). 
The internal core is joined to the head-tail connector at one unique vertex of the 
icosahedron. At this vertex is the head-tail connector, which is comprised of 12 copies of 
gp8 (Carazo, Fujisawa et al. 1986; Kocsis, Cerritelli et al. 1995; Cerritelli and Studier 
1996). The connector protrudes into the phage head and is thought to be homologous to 
head-tail connectors in other phages. In T7, it may be a mismatch adaptor between the 
tail, capsid icosahedral vertex, and internal core, which exhibit 6-fold, 5-fold and 
projected 8-fold or 4-fold axes of symmetry, respectively (Kocsis, Cerritelli et al. 1995; 
Cerritelli, Trus et al. 2003; Agirrezabala, Martin-Benito et al. 2005). The short tapered 
tail measures 21nm at the connector to 9nm at the distal end (Matsuo-Kato, Fujisawa et 
al. 1981). The tail consists of 12 copies of gp11 and 6 copies of gp12 and about 30 copies 
of gp7.3, which may form a skirt around the tail near the connector (Kemp, Garcia et al. 
2005). There are 6 tail fibers, each composed of 3 parallel molecules of gp17 that are 
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attached near their N-terminus to the top of the tail (Serwer 1976; Serwer, Khan et al. 
1997). The tail fiber is kinked and residues near the C-terminus determine adsorption 
specificity to the bacterial LPS (Molineux et al, unpublished findings).  
 
DNA entry 
 The short tail of T7 is insufficient to span the bacterial envelope, and T7 utilizes 
its core proteins to fulfill this function and to initiate genome delivery. Following 
adsorption to LPS, the virion ejects the core proteins (plus gp6.7 and gp7.3) into the 
infected cell. The mechanism of core protein expulsion from the capsid and initiation of 
DNA release is the least understood process of T7 genome delivery to the cell. Once 
ejected, these proteins can be envisioned as both a structural extension to the tail and as a 
channel through the cell envelope into the cytoplasm. Interestingly, gp16 possesses 
intrinsic transglycosylase activity that may assist protein and DNA penetration through 
the cell wall (Moak and Molineux 2000). It is also clear that gp16 helps catalyze the entry 
of about 2% of the T7 genome into the cell but then this process stops. This “stop” can be 
abolished by any one of several mutations in gene 16, whose mutant product then allows 
the entire 40 kb genome to enter at a constant rate (Struthers-Schlinke, Robins et al. 
2000). The process of DNA entry requires the membrane potential and exhibits kinetics 
of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction. No specific stop sequence has been identified, and it is 
thought that the wild-type gp16 (together with gp15) measures a length of dsDNA.  
 Core protein-mediated genome entry brings three early promoters positioned in 
the first 850 bp into the cell. The remainder of the T7 genome is then normally 
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internalized by two distinct RNA polymerases. Transcription serves a dual purpose for 
T7; in addition to synthesizing T7 RNAs, the RNA polymerases actually ratchet the 
phage genome from the virion into the cell. Why T7 has evolved a handoff of DNA entry 
from the core-motor to transcription can be explained by temporal gene regulation during 
infection. The first T7 gene to be transcribed (gene 0.3) is an anti-type I restriction 
protein and by the time restriction sites in T7 DNA are internalized gp0.3 has inactivated 
the restriction enzyme (Studier 1975). 
 
The overview of T7 development 
 19 essential T7 genes were originally identified by Studier in 1969 and these 
define the T7 genetic numbering system (Studier 1969). However, at least 39 proteins 
were shown to be expressed during infection (Studier and Dunn 1983). This is not 
surprising as there are 56 predicted open reading frames (Studier and Maizel 1969). Some 
nonessential genes are predicted to be fragments of homing endonucleases and others are 
essential for growth only in the presence of other gene permutations. For a 
comprehensive review of the genetics of T7-host interactions and further information 
regarding nonessential genes, see Krüger and Schroeder (1981) and Molineux (2006) 
(Kruger and Schroeder 1981; Molineux 2006). 
  
 T7 genes and promoters have been separated into three classes based on their 
mode of expression and time of utilization (Figures 2, 3). Gene function is generally 
highly correlated with its class and position. Class I genes are transcribed by host 
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polymerase two to six minutes after infection (at 30°C). Early gene expression protects 
T7 DNA from type I restriction and provides the much faster T7 RNAP for middle and 
late gene expression. Both class II and class III genes are largely dependent on 
transcription directed from T7 RNAP promoters and are expressed beginning about six 
minutes post-infection. The functions of class II genes, whose expression is shut-off by 
15 min, are largely allocated to DNA metabolism, whereas class III genes, which are 
expressed until lysis, are associated with virus structure, DNA maturation, packaging, 
and lysis. The multistep process of genome entry allows temporal regulation of T7 gene 
expression during development.  
 Immediately following adsorption and ejection of the leading end of the genome, 
class I genes from the early strong promoters PA1, PA2, PA3 are heavily transcribed, and 
also at lower levels from the two minor promoters, PB and PC. An intrinsic terminator Te 
is located at 19% on the T7 genome, defining the end of the class I region. Termination 
efficiency at Te is not complete in vitro or in vivo; in part this can be attributed to the 
early T7 protein gp0.7, which, after its synthesis, phosphorylates E. coli RNAP on the 
β´subunit and increases the enzyme’s sensitivity to intrinsic terminators (Millette and 
Trotter 1970; Studier 1972; Severinova and Severinov 2006). Two additional, but less 
efficient, termination sites for transcription by E.coli RNAP are found near positions 28% 
and 61% from the left end (Minkley and Pribnow 1973; Peters and Hayward 1974).  
 Most RNAs transcribed by both E.coli and T7 RNAP are polycistronic; many are 
cleaved by RNase III to form smaller mRNAs that are still polycistronic. Processing of 
transcripts at these sites enhances translation of the 0.3 transcript and likely increases the 
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stability of others (Hercules, Schweiger et al. 1974). A more global increase in mRNA 
stability is attributed to gene 0.7, a serine-threonine kinase. Through phosphorylation of 
its target enzymes, gp0.7 upregulates RNase III and downregulates RNaseE activity 
(Mayer and Schweiger 1983; Marchand, Nicholson et al. 2001). This regulation is not 
essential for phage growth, as T7 grows normally both in a RNase III (rnc) null host and, 
in most bacterial strains, in the absence of gene 0.7.  Translation of intact class I (and II) 
transcripts is inhibited by an unknown mechanism (McAllister and Barrett 1977), 
achieving a clear temporal separation of class I, II, and III proteins. 
 Between four to six minutes of infection, class II proteins can be detected. Class II 
transcripts originate from 10 T7 RNAP promoters (φ1.1-φ4.7) and most terminate at Tφ 
(Figure 2). Whereas class I proteins establish T7 RNAP transcription of a protected DNA 
template, the function of class II proteins is largely delegated to DNA replication and 
metabolism. T7 encodes a DNA polymerase (gp5), primase/helicase (gp4A/gp4B), and 
single stranded DNA-binding protein (gp2.5) to make its own replicative complex that is 
independent of host replication functions. However, T7 gp5 requires a host encoded 
processivity cofactor, thioredoxin (TrxA), to function as a clamp for processive DNA 
synthesis (Modrich and Richardson 1975; Mark and Richardson 1976). Formation of a 
1:1 gp5-TrxA complex increases activity 1000- fold (Huber, Russel et al. 1986). 
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Class I Genes
     
0.3           Anti-Type I Restriction, DNA mimic
0.4, 0.5,0.6A/B 
0.7      Serine-Threonine Kinase, Transcription Shutoff
1         T7 RNAP
1.1
1.2      Inhibitor of host GTpase, F-exclusion
1.3      T7 Ligase
Class II Genes
1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8
2           Inactivate Host RNAP
2.5        ssDNA Binding Protein
2.8        Homing Endonuclease
3           T7 Endonuclease/Resolvase
3.5        Lysozyme, Binds T7 RNAP
3.8        Homing Endonuclease
4A/B     Primase/Helicase
4.1,4.2,4.3,4.5, 4.7
5           DNA Polymerase
5.3
5.5        Growth on λ lysogens, binds HNS
5.7
5.9        Inactivates RecBCD
6           T7 Exonuclease
6.3
Class III Genes
6.5
6.7          Internal Capsid
7
7.3          Tail
7.7           Homing Endonuclease
8             Head-Tail Connector
9             Head Assembly
10A/B      Capsid
11            Tail
12            Tail
13            Virion Assembly, Chaperone
14            Internal Core
15            Internal Core
16            Internal Core
17            Tail Fiber
17.5         Class II Holin
18            Terminase cofactor
18.5         Rz (lysis)
18.7         Rz-1 (lysis)
19            Terminase
19.2-19.5
Figure 3
 The list of annotated T7 genes. Genes with known or predicted function are labeled. Some of these 
predicted proteins are detected by expression and others are predicted by open reading frame.
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The cellular redox function of thioredoxin is not required for T7 DNA polymerase 
activity (Huber, Russel et al. 1986). In addition to gene 0.7, the class II gene 2 functions 
separately as a potent inhibitor of host transcription. In the absence of both genes 0.7 and 
2, newly replicated T7 DNA undergoes significant degradation and as result few 
infectious particles are assembled. The host chromosome is degraded by both a phage-
encoded endonuclease (gp3) and exonuclease (gp6) to provide the dNTPs needed for 
replication.  
 After about eight minutes of infection, the quantity of class II gene transcripts 
decreases in comparison to those from class III. This is primarily due to promoter 
sequence differences between the class II and class III promoters. Class III promoter 
sequences are totally conserved and are measured to be stronger than those in the class II 
region (Ikeda 1992; Ikeda, Ligman et al. 1992). Gene 3.5 also contributes to the switch to 
class III gene expression (McAllister and Wu 1978; Moffatt and Studier 1987; Ikeda and 
Bailey 1992). The binding of gp3.5 to T7 RNAP destabilizes initiation complexes at both 
class II and III promoters, but because class II promoters are inherently weaker, late gene 
expression becomes dominant (Zhang and Studier 1997; Huang, Villemain et al. 1999). 
Class III genes downstream of φ6.5 provide structural and assembly, DNA packaging, 
and lysis proteins. Translation of class III RNAs continues until lysis (Studier 1972; 
McAllister and Wu 1978). Incorporation of 32P into T7 RNAs suggests transcription ends 
before much replication occurs (Beck and Molineux 1991), thus class III transcription is 
followed by replication and then packaging of T7 DNA into assembled proheads. 
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 Replication of T7 DNA initiates 10-12 minutes into infection (Studier 1972). 
With the exception of the host-encoded processivity factor Thioredoxin, T7 replication is 
achieved solely by phage-encoded proteins (Mark and Richardson 1976). In the absence 
of either T7 RNAP or DNAP, no replication occurs. The primary origin for T7 replication 
is associated with an A/T-rich region proximal to the T7 promoters φ1.1A and φ1.1B, 
which are located 17% from the left end of the genome (Fuller and Richardson 1985; 
Fuller and Richardson 1985). The promoters allow T7 RNAP-directed transcription to 
synthesize a 10-60 nucleotide transcript and create a replication bubble at which the T7 
replicative complex can assemble.   
 Replication proceeds bi-directionally from the primary origin at a rate of 300 
bp/sec (Modrich and Richardson 1975). However, the primary origin can be deleted; it is 
not located in an open reading frame and secondary origins are utilized in its absence. 
Other T7 promoters, namely φ6.5, φ13, and φOR, have been cloned and shown to act as a 
T7 replication origin within a plasmid, provided important, but largely uncharacterized 
sequences near the promoter are included in this fragment (Rabkin and Richardson 1988). 
There is also evidence that øOL can provide origin-activity (Tamanoi, Saito et al. 1980). 
DNA is replicated in the first round to yield two incomplete duplexes with 3’ single-
stranded ends. The single-stranded extensions are within the 160 bp terminal repeat, and 
this homology facilitates annealing and generation of a linear concatemer. It is not 
understood why circular T7 molecules are not found in infected cells.  This process is 
repeated early in infection when concatemers containing up to 10 T7 genome equivalents 
are found, but is followed by appearance of a fast-sedimenting complex containing up to 
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100 genome equivalents. This large complex contains T7 genomes in the process of 
recombination and replication, as well as single-strandeded regions (Langman and 
Paetkau 1978; Langman, Paetkau et al. 1978). T7 recombination is very effective, and 
recombination intermediates are efficiently converted into replication forks. 
 During replication, empty phage proheads are assembled. The stepwise 
mechanism of virion assembly implies important interplay between components. The 
prohead consists of gp10A and gp10B; the scaffolding protein gp9 is required for 
prohead assembly, but is absent in the mature particle (Roeder and Sadowski 1977). The 
core proteins and the connecter may also serve as a scaffold for capsid assembly or they 
may be inserted as a complex into an incomplete prohead shell (Cerritelli and Studier 
1996). The connector (gp8) serves a structural role between core and tail proteins and 
also promotes DNA packaging by interacting with the terminase complex (gp18 and 
gp19) (Roeder and Sadowski 1977; White and Richardson 1988). 
 Following replication, concatemers consisting of tandem T7 genome units 
separated by a single copy of the 160 bp terminal repeat (TR) are packaged by the 
enzyme terminase. Terminase contains two subunits; gp18 is a small accessory 
component that possesses DNA-binding activity and presumably brings the concatemeric 
DNA to gp19.  Gp19 binds the prohead and also has ATPase activity. ATP is an allosteric 
effector, and when bound, a ternary complex forms between the prohead, terminase 
subunits, and DNA (Shibata, Fujisawa et al. 1987; Shibata, Fujisawa et al. 1987). T7 
DNA packaging is polar, the genetic right end is processed downstream of a terminal 
repeat in the concatemer and is the first DNA to enter the capsid. ATP hydrolysis is 
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coupled to translocation, each ATP molecule provides the energy for 1.8 bp of DNA to 
be packaged at an average rate of 22 kb per minute at 30°C (Shibata, Fujisawa et al. 
1987; Morita, Tasaka et al. 1993). During DNA packaging, the scaffolding protein is 
expelled from the prohead in the absence of proteolysis and the prohead expands to its 
mature size.  
The genetic left end of T7 DNA is the last to enter the prohead and must be 
processed before packaging in order to maintain TR sequences. Because the TR is 
necessary at both ends of the mature T7 genome for replication, T7 must duplicate this 
160 bp sequence. Otherwise every second T7 molecule in a concatemer would be wasted. 
Two solutions for TR duplication have been proposed (see (Chung, Nardone et al. 1990; 
Fujisawa and Morita 1997)), though neither completely accounts for observed processing 
intermediates.  
 The T7 tail is assembled directly on the mature head after DNA packaging, unlike 
most tailed phages where a fully assembled, mature tail is attached to the DNA-filled 
head. Tail assembly requires both gp11 and gp12 for the short, stubby tail and the tail 
fiber protein gp17. Trimers of gp17 are assembled on the tail to form six, kinked tail 
fibers. Interestingly, the small protein gp7.3 is also found in the tail and it may form a 
skirt around the gp11-gp12 tail structure. Gene 7.3 null mutants particles assemble but 
are noninfectious; the defect can be suppressed by mutations in either gene 11 or gene 12 
(Molineux, unpublished data).  
 T7 infection results in abrupt cell lysis after about 20- 25 minutes at 30°C. The 
burst size for T7 infecting a bacterium in log-phase growth is between 100-200 infective 
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particles per cell (Studier 1969). Five genes are likely to participate in lysis and lysis 
timing; gene 3.5 is a zinc-containing amidase, gene 16 possesses soluble lytic 
transglycosylase (slt) activity, gene 17.5 is a class II holin, and genes 18.5/18.7 are λ 
Rz/Rz-1 homologs. Unlike many other phages, the genes for the lysin and class II holin 
are separated on the T7 genome. The mechanism of T7-induced cell lysis is poorly 
understood.  Genes 17.5 and 18.5/18.7 have only been shown to function in the context of 
phages λ and P22, respectively (Casjens, Eppler et al. 1989; Vukov, Scherer et al. 2000).  
Null mutants of gene 17.5 (holin) have only a small effect on the timing of T7 lysis. T7 
gene 16 mutants lacking its slt motif do not prevent T7 lysis; Slt activity is normally 
important during the initiation of infection, and then only under suboptimal growth 
conditions (Moak 2000). Gene 3.5 mutants lacking amidase activity (but maintaining the 
ability to interact with T7 RNAP) are delayed for lysis, but no more so than DNA 
replication-defective mutants (Studier 1969; Studier 1972; Zhang and Studier 1997). 
Interestingly, T7 mutants selected to lyse faster in the absence of lysozyme are found to 
contain mutations affecting the slt domain of gene 16 (Heineman, Molineux et al. 2005).  
 
Phage and Host Transcription 
  To investigate E. coli RNAP-catalyzed transcription of T7 DNA, it is important to 
review how transcription is regulated by other bacteriophages. Transcription modification 
during infection is well characterized for both temperate and lytic phages. Some phages 
circumvent host-mediated transcription by encoding a viral RNAP. This is achieved by 
either packaging a phage polymerase to be injected with the genome as found in 
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bacteriophage N4, or to encode and synthesize a phage-specific polymerase soon after 
infection, as found in the T7 and T3-like phages. However, in both cases, host 
transcription still maintains a role in development. Lytic phages lacking a viral 
polymerase target and modify host transcription during various stages of infection. 
Bacteriophage T4 alters transcription temporally by multiple proteins during the course 
of infection via different activators, alternative sigma factors, and ADP-ribosylation 
(Kolesky, Ouhammouch et al. 2002; Hinton, Pande et al. 2005). 
 Temperate phages can regulate their own transcription indefinitely and inhibit 
expression of structural and lytic genes until the appropriate time for the lysogenic to 
lytic switch. Because they coexist with the chromosome, temperate phages largely lack 
the robust, irreversible transcription-modifying proteins found in lytic phages. Temperate 
bacteriophage λ targets transcription termination by using both phage (N, Q) and host-
encoded proteins (NusA, NusB, NusG, and several ribosomal proteins, including NusE) 
to increase terminator readthrough. Interestingly, λ-like phages appear to have borrowed 
their transcription modification scheme from the cell. 
 Like the lac operon, the regulatory circuit found in λ is a paradigm for basic 
understanding of prokaryotic transcription regulation (Herskowitz and Hagen 1980; 
Court, Oppenheim et al. 2007). During infection, either of two phage repressor proteins, 
CI and Cro, binds operator sequences in order to control transcription from several λ 
promoters. When CI repressor binding to the operators is abrogated by mutation or by 
induction of the SOS response (which cleaves CI), lytic growth is induced, and 
elongation complexes that had initiated at the early promoters PR and PL become 
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modified. Sequences in the nascent RNA immediately downstream of PR and PL recruit 
λN and host Nus proteins to E. coli RNAP. Recruitment increases terminator readthrough 
(antitermination) and thus increases expression of delayed early genes. Expression of late 
genes, encoding structural and lytic functions are separately up-regulated by a second 
antitermination protein, λQ, itself a delayed early protein. 
 An antitermination system similar to that in λ is found in prokaryotic ribosomal 
operons (Condon, Squires et al. 1995) (see Figure 4 for comparisons). In E.coli, no 
homolog to the N protein found in lambdoid phages is present. However, the cis-acting 
sites immediately downstream of the ribosomal promoters share significant resemblance 
to those that define the λnut sites, the boxA, boxB, and boxC elements (Li, Squires et al. 
1984). Only the minimal 12-13 nucleotide BOXA sequence is required for efficient 
readthrough of a downstream strong Rho-dependent terminator. The ribosomal BOXB 
element is conserved only as a stem loop structure and its role is unclear. Though BOXA 
alone is sufficient for complete rrn antitermination in test systems, point mutations in 
boxB have been shown to affect rrn antitermination in vivo (Gourse, de Boer et al. 1986; 
Berg, Squires et al. 1989). The BOXC sequence is important for subsequent RNase III 
processing of the rRNA precursor transcript and ribosome maturation, but is not known 
to interact specifically with Nus factors or to have a role in the actual mechanism of 
antitermination (Schaferkordt and Wagner 2001).  In lambdoid phage HK022, the 
BOXA, BOXB, and BOXC sites are replaced by PUT, a sequence in the RNA that folds 
and confers antitermination independent of Nus factors. 
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 rrnG Promoters
BOX B BOX A BOX CP2P1
rrnG site
HK022 PL
BOX A BOX B BOX CPL
λ nut site
 λPL  Promoter
BOX AA2A1 A3
T7 Early Promoters
PUTPL
Figure 4
 Regulatory elements shown to be participatory from E.coli rrn, phage λ, and HK022 
promoters are compared to the boxA sequence downstream from T7 early promoters . 
In T7 no boxB- or boxC-like sequences are evident.      
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 The common mechanism shared by both the ribosomal and λ NUT sites is the 
recruitment of Nus factors to RNAP through interactions with the nascent RNA (Squires, 
Greenblatt et al. 1993). A major strategy for these proteins is the reduction of 
transcriptional termination by the RNA helicase Rho. In the ribosomal operon, NusB and 
NusE (ribosomal protein S10) bind as a heterodimer to BOXA RNA and significantly 
increase the rate of transcription. Unlike the ribosomal BOXA, λ BOXA is not bound 
effectively by the NusB:NusE dimer. It has been suggested that λ BOXA is suboptimal 
for binding, hence the requirement for N protein (Berg, Squires et al. 1989; Nodwell and 
Greenblatt 1993). λ N binds to the BOXB RNA and is thought to function as a scaffold 
that promote binding of the Nus proteins to RNAP at phage NUT sites. NusA and NusG 
are also required for the increased rate of rRNA transcription and terminator readthrough, 
though their role in transcription is not exclusive to antitermination. It is believed that 
NusA associates with the elongating polymerase, probably replacing σ70 soon after 
initiation (Greenblatt 1981; Gill, Weitzel et al. 1991).  
Transcription termination 
 Two distinct classes of terminators have been characterized, one being rho-
dependent and the other intrinsic. Intrinsic terminators are by definition factor-
independent. They consist of two separate regions, a stem-loop hairpin that forms in the 
RNA that is immediately followed by a stretch of 6-7 U-rich nucleotides. Formation of 
the hairpin in the nascent RNA destabilizes the rU-rich RNA-DNA hybrid within the 
polymerase molecule, resulting in the release of the transcript (Wilson and von Hippel 
1995).   
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Table 1.  Properties of Nus and RNA Polymerase proteins 
 
 
 
  Protein  MW   Copy Number/Cella 
 
  NusA   69  kDa    2500 
 
  NusE   12  kDa        680 
 
  NusB   15  kDa        700 
 
  NusG   21  kDa           1600 
(Ishihama, Schmidt et al. 2008)  
  Rho (NusD)  47  kDa    4500 
 
  
  RpoA   36   kDa    7900 
 
  RpoB   150 kDa    5600 
 
  RpoC   155 kDa    4200 
 
  RpoD   70   kD a    1300 
 
 
a Predicted by combination of protein/peptide fractionation and LC-MS/MS in E.coli 
strain MC4100 (Ishihama, Schmidt et al. 2008) 
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 Whereas the two components of intrinsic terminators are well conserved and can 
be predicted by sequence analysis, a definition of the Rho-dependent terminator is more 
difficult. Rho termination requires, in addition to Rho itself, cis-acting elements called 
RUT sites and, frequently, auxiliary sequences (Ciampi 2006). The location of Rho-
dependent terminators is not easily predictable; the best known are located at the ends of 
genes or operons, but many can be found within coding regions. The latter are only 
detectable when translation is defective. When transcription and translation are 
uncoupled, the absence of ribosomes allows Rho to terminate transcription, thus 
decreasing expression of downstream genes. This process, transcription polarity, is due to 
the occurrence of a premature stop codon within a bacterial polycistronic operon (De 
Crombrugghe, Adhya et al. 1973; Adhya and Gottesman 1978).  The only consistent 
element found in Rho-dependent terminators is a largely unstructured, rC-rich and rG-
poor, sequence. The minimum sequence length for Rho binding is between 70-80 nts 
(Zhu and von Hippel 1998), however for termination to occur at λ tR1, 85-97 nts of 
ribosome-free RNA is necessary (Hart and Roberts 1994). Once Rho associates with a 
transcript at a RUT site, the 5’-3’ ATPase/helicase activity of the hexameric Rho protein 
is activated (von Hippel and Delagoutte 2003), facilitating its translocation along the 
RNA molecule. Loading onto the RNA and translocation of Rho is not sufficient for 
termination, it also requires the arrest or pausing of the transcribing RNAP (Richardson 
and Richardson 1996). Once Rho reaches a paused polymerase molecule, the RNA-DNA 
hybrid in the elongation complex is disrupted and the transcript released. Release is 
attributed to the motor activity of the helicase pulling the RNA out of the active site of 
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RNAP.  The Rho motor is very strong and can disrupt a biotin-streptavidin interaction 
present at the end of an RNA template (Schwartz, Margeat et al. 2007; Dutta, Chalissery 
et al. 2008). 
 Rho is essential for growth in E. coli and is also well-conserved in other bacterial 
genomes (Washburn, Marra et al. 2001). However, it is not essential in many organisms, 
including Bacillus subtilis (Ingham, Dennis et al. 1999).  About half the terminators in 
E.coli are predicted to be Rho-dependent (Zhu and von Hippel 1998; Zhu and von Hippel 
1998), explaining the essentiality of the protein. A kinetic coupling between ribosomes 
and RNAP is also thought to be important; Rho requires a stretch of naked RNA in order 
to bind and ribosomes bound to the same RNA can act as a roadblock between Rho and a 
paused RNAP. However, when ribosomes stall because of low availability of a charged 
tRNA or at a premature stop codon, a stretch of untranslated RNA results and Rho-
mediated termination can then induce transcriptional polarity.  
 The antitermination proteins NusG and NusA are also termination factors. NusG 
is required for Rho termination in vivo at some, but not all terminators. When NusG is 
depleted in cells, the efficiency of many Rho-terminators is significantly reduced 
(Sullivan and Gottesman 1992).  NusA also binds to both Rho and RNAP (Schmidt and 
Chamberlin 1984) and can increase termination (Bermudez-Cruz, Chamberlin et al. 1999; 
Carlomagno and Nappo 2003), but a direct stimulatory effect on Rho activity has not 
been shown. Furthermore, NusA enhances the pausing of polymerase and could therefore 
increase the coupling between transcription and translation, thereby reducing access of 
Rho to RNAP (Zheng and Friedman 1994; Artsimovitch and Landick 2000).   
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Nus factors are largely essential because of their importance to ribosomal 
biogenesis. Overall, the rate of E. coli RNAP elongation in catalyzing genome entry 
appears synchronous because the rate at which all segments of When NusA and NusB are 
depleted, the number of polymerase molecules that transcribe through the 16S and 23s is 
reduced, and the ratio of 30S and 50S is perturbed (Quan, Zhang et al. 2005).  The NusE 
(S10) antitermination factor is also an essential ribosomal protein in the 30S subunit 
(Yaguchi, Roy et al. 1980). In E.coli strains, NusB is the only Nus factor dispensable for 
normal growth in the absence of additional suppressor mutations (Taura, Ueguchi et al. 
1992). The nusA gene can be deleted provided Rho is downregulated by a mutation that 
reduces its activity (Zheng and Friedman 1994). The functional interplay between these 
factors has recently been shown to impact expression of foreign genes in the bacterial 
chromosome. In E.coli, NusA, NusG, and Rho are important for silencing of toxic 
prophage genes, and the deletion of rac prophage in strain MG1655 facilitates growth of 
nusA and nusG null mutants (Cardinale, Washburn et al. 2008).  
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Methods and Materials 
 
E.coli and T7 strains 
The sources and descriptions of E.coli strains are listed in Table 1. Details of their 
construction can be found in Appendix A. Phages are described in Table 2, and details of 
their construction can be found in Appendix B. Permanent phage strains are maintained 
as lysates at 4°C in 1M NaCl LB.  Phage stocks used for experiments or cloning were 
always grown from a permanent or secondary working lysate. To prevent accumulating 
suppressor mutations in various phage constructs serial passaging was avoided whenever 
possible. 
 To grow T7 working lysates, a culture of IJ511 or BL21 was incubated in a rotary 
shaker and grown to a density 2 - 5 x108 cells/ml (mid-log) in LB at 30°C and then 
infected with a drop of phage lysate.  Following lysis, the lysate was made 1M NaCl. 
Some phages grow poorly at 30°C, and these were propagated at 37°C. T7 phage 
constructs mutant in gene 1 (Δ1) lack T7 RNAP and require a strain to provide T7 RNAP 
in trans. Both IJ511 and BL21 derivatives expressing gene 1 from the chromosome were 
used to grow Δ1 phages.   
 To obtain more concentrated phage stocks, CsCl gradient centrifugation is 
necessary. To prepare lysates for CsCl purification, cells were grown in 150 ml LB to 
mid-log and then infected with a 1:1000 dilution of working lysate.  For some 
experiments, it was necessary to prepare T7 phage containing unmethylated DNA. This 
was achieved using derivatives of IJ511 that lack Dam Methylase (IJ511 dam-13:Tn9 and 
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IJ511 dam-13:Tn9 lac-T7 gene1-KanR for Δ 1 phages). A detailed description of CsCl-
gradient purification can be found in Appendix C. Immediately prior to use, CsCl-
purified phage was dialyzed against T7 buffer and discarded after 1 week. 
 
T7 DNA Entry Assay 
 An assay for measuring T7 DNA entry into the cell was previously developed by 
Garcia (Garcia and Molineux 1995). It requires using a T7 phage containing DNA 
unmethylated at GATC sites to infect a cell overexpressing Dam methylase. The 
multiplicity of infection (MOI) is maintained at 0.4 to maximize the amount of phage in 
the assay while ensuring that less than 5% of the cells are infected by more than one 
phage. At various times post-infection, the infection is stopped abruptly by the addition 
of a killing solution . Phage DNA is extracted, digested, separated on an agarose gel, and 
then Southern blotted to measure methylation of phage DNA as it enters the cell. The 
detailed protocol can be found in Appendix D.  
 To calculate the kinetics of DNA entry, the intensity of the bands in the Southern 
blot autoradiogram was quantified. T7 DNA that enters the cell is methylated and subject 
to digestion by Dpn I. Each GATC-flanked fragment of T7 is represented as a band, and 
each band is found to enter in a polar-dependent manner from left to right across the T7 
genome (Figure 5). Molecular Dynamics phosphorimager screens and software were used 
to visualize DNA on Southern blots and to capture the digital image file. Quantity One 
(BIORAD) imaging software was used to quantify intensity of each band.  
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Figure 5
 The position of Dpn I sites and the nomenclature of the resulting fragments. T7 
possesses 6 native GATC sites and several additional sites (indicated by *) have 
been inserted to facilitate better resolution.
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Because the transfer efficiency from an agarose gel to nylon varies with DNA size, and 
because the randomly primed 32P-T7 DNA probe does not necessarily hybridize at equal 
efficiency to all parts of the genome, it is necessary to incorporate a control on each gel. 
An identical DNA sample extracted from each experiment was therefore digested with 
the enzyme Sau3A I to cut all GATC sites, regardless of methylation. This sample is run 
in parallel with the Dpn I-digested samples to standardize the amount transferred, probed, 
and detected on each autoradiogram. By dividing the intensity value of each Dpn I-
digested sample by that measured for the Sau3A I standard, the fraction of phage 
genomes that have entered the cell to a given position can be calculated. When position-
dependent Dam-methylation is measured against time, it is possible to derive an average 
rate of genome internalization. 
 The final ratio of Dpn I to Sau3A I B band (the first fragment that is routinely 
easily quantified from a Southern blot to enter the cell) intensity varies from ~0.8 to ~0.5. 
This ratio varies in different experiments because the fraction of plaque-forming units 
that initiate genome translocation during the short time of infection allowed in liquid 
varies with the age of the phage preparation. The overall rate of genome internalization is 
calculated from the times at which the ratio of Dpn I: Sau3A I band intensity is 0.5.   
The synchrony of DNA entry for the population of infecting phages is reflected in 
the rate of increase in intensity of individual bands as a function of time. The rate of 
increase in intensity of the B band on the Southern blot must be equal to or greater than 
the rate of increase of bands corresponding to DNA that enters the cell later, and the 
maximum level of intensity of the Dpn I B band (relative to its Sau3A I counterpart) must 
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therefore be equal to or greater than the maximum intensity of subsequent bands. In order 
to determine the efficiencies of DNA internalization across the T7 genome the maximum 
intensity of the B band was normalized to unity, and the same normalization factor was 
then applied to all other bands. Any change in the rate of increase in band intensity or any 
decrease in the maximum intensity of bands corresponding to genome positions distal to 
Dpn I fragment B then reflects the inefficiency or failure of RNAP to transcribe over 
those positions. 
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Table 2. E.coli strains used in this report (unless specified, from the lab collection)  
Strain    Genotype                       Source                                               
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
B   E.coli B prototroph    
BR3    E.coli B rpoCE1158K  
B40I   E.coli B argF40 supD      
B837   E.coli B Gal- Met- hsdRB    
B7009    E.coli B rpoCE1188K       
IJ511   ∆lacX74 supE44 galK2 galT22 mrcA rfbD1 mcrB1 hsdS3 
IJ511dam-13::Tn9 as IJ511 but dam-13::Tn9 
IJ806   recB21 recC2 sbcA5 endA gal thi     
IJ891   thi ∆lacX74  
IJ1126   IJ806 ∆(mcrC-mrr)102::Tn10   
IJ1127   IJ806 ∆(mcrC-mrr)102::Tn10 lacUV5 lacZ::T7 gene 1-KnR 
IJ1133   IJ891 ∆(mcrC-mrr)102::Tn10   
IJ1134   IJ1133 lacUV5 lacZ::T7 gene 1-KnR    
IJ1517   IJ1133 ∆(mcrC-mrr)102::TetS    
IJ1580   IJ1517 ∆(mcrC-mrr)102lacZ::T7 gene 1-KnR    
IJ1749   IJ1517 rhoE149D  ivl-500::Tn10 
IJ1753   IJ1749 rhoE134D nusA533:Cam R 
IJ1783   IJ511 lacI T7 gene 1-KnR    
IJ1801   IJ1517 thi39::Tn10 rpoBRH454   
IJ1802   IJ1517 thi39::Tn10 rpoC∆215-220   
IJ1803   IJ1801 lac+ lacZ::T7 gene 1-KnR    
IJ1804   IJ1802 lac+ lacZ::T7 gene 1-KnR    
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IJ1820   MG1655 rpoC∆(1149-1190)  (Ederth et al, 2002) 
IJ1891   MG1655 rpoC∆[1149-1190] ∆(mcrC-mrr)102::Tn10 
IJ1894   IJ1517 rpoC∆[1149-1190] 
IJ1897   IJ1517 nusB::IS10 zba-525::Tn10 
IJ4106   IJ1517 rpoCY75N btuB::Tn10-Kn R   
IJ4108   IJ1517  btuB::Tn10Kn R    
IQ527   MC4100 nusB::IS10 zba-525::Tn10  (Torres et al, 2004) 
IQ527 tsx  IQ527 tsx (T6R)     
K7906   K37 rhoE134D nusA533::CamR  (Zheng and Friedman, 1995) 
MDS42   MG1655 deleted for all prophage 
   and IS sequences (14% of genome)  (Scarab Genomics) (Posfai,  
        Plunkett et al. 2006) 
RLG3381  thi-39::Tn10 rpoC (215-220)  (Bartlett et al, 1998) 
RLG4306  thi-39::Tn10 rpoB-R454H   (Bartlett et al, 1998) 
RWS421  MDS42 ΔnusA::CamR   (Scarab Genomics) (Cardinale,  
        Washburn et al. 2008) 
RWS422  MSD42 nusG::KnR   (Scarab Genomics) (Cardinale,  
        Washburn et al. 2008) 
RW3926  W3110 lacZ M15 lacIq   (King, 1996) 
   rpoCY75N btuB::Tn10-Kn   
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Table 3. Phages used in this report 
 
Bacteriophage Description (unless specified, from the lab collection) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
T7+   (Studier, 1969) 
2-Y16am  Gene 2 amber mutant 
0.7-Y111am  Gene 0.7 amber mutant.  
sRK836   Contains a BamHI-EcoRI-EcoK linker between  
   bp 836 and 837 (Moffat and Studier, 1988)  
sRK836,2-Y16am As sRK836, but also contains an amber  
   mutation in gene 2 
sRK836,0.7-Y111am As sRK836, but also contains an amber  
   mutation in gene 0.7 
sRK1379  Contains a BamHI-EcoRI-EcoK linker between bp 1380 and bp 2128 and  
   deletes sequences between genes 0.4 and 0.7. (Moffat and Studier, 1988) 
sRK836,1379  Contains linkers from sRK836 and sRK1379 
Dam10   T7 containing 10 GATC sites; including the native sites at (8312, 8415, 11516, 
   14355, 35600, 36100) and  additional sites at 16399, 18423, 23065, and 27222. 
sRK836,Dam11  As sRK836 and contains the GATC sites from Dam 10  
sRK1379,Dam11  As sRK1379, but contains the GATC sites from Dam 10. 
Dam12   As sRK836, 1379 with the GATC sites from Dam 10. 
T816G   Contains TÆG (T4G in boxA) bp 816 and a GATC site at bp 836  
T816G,Dam 10   Constructed with and without the GATC sites in Dam 10.  
ΔboxA   Bam H1- Eco RI substitution of T7 bp 814 - 836.  
ΔboxA,Dam10  As ΔboxA, but also Dam 10 
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4101   ∆(394-5904) (fusion of øOL-ø1.1B; del PA1, PA2, PA3, PB , and PC  promoters   
   and genes 0.3-1. Also ∆(11293-11570) (del3.8) (Moffatt and Studier, 1988)   
4127   ∆(3100-4674) (∆[C promoter and 502 codons of gene 1]) (Zhang and Studier,  
   1995) 
Δ448-836  Apo I-ligated to sRK836 cut with EcoRI. (∆ [A1, A2, A3] promoters)   
T714C   Contains a TÆC change at T7 bp714 in the -35 region of promoter PA3  
T737C   Contains a TÆC change at T7 bp737 in the -10 element of promoter PA3 
sRK836,T714C  Contains the T7 T714C mutation in T7 bp 1-825 ligated to the BamHI site at  
   sRK836 
sRK836,T737C  Contains the T7 T737C mutation in T7 bp 1-825 ligated to the BamHI site at  
   sRK836. 
 sRK1379,Δ4127,Dam10 As sRK1379D10, but possesses an the gene 1 deletion from  
   Δ4127.  
 pRAK26  PL promoter from HK022 is positioned forward in a   
   Eco RI—Bam HI linker between T7 bp 448 and 836. 
pRAK31  PL  promoter and the put element from HK022 is positioned forward in a   
   Eco RI—Bam HI linker between T7 bp 448 and 836.  
Δ825-836  As T7+, but contains a Bam HI linker between bp 825 and bp 836. 
A1-boxAL   Δ501-751. Deletes promoters PA2, PA3). Fuses (EcoR I linker) A1 to +1 of A3  
A1A2-boxAL  Δ627-751. Deletes promoter PA3). Fuses (EcoR I linker) A2 to +1 of A3  
A1-put   Δ501-825. Contains a deletion between #501 and # 825 (deletes promoters PA2,  
and PA3 ). An EcoR I- BamH I linker containing the 70bp HK022 put sequence  
is inserted between deletion end points.  
A1A2A3-put  Δ751-825. Contains a deletion between bp 751 and bp 825 (∆boxA). An EcoR I-  
BamH I linker containing the 70bp HK022 put sequence is inserted between 
   deletion end points.  
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Results 
 Translation of nascent RNAs is unnecessary for wild-type T7 genome 
internalization.  In the absence of phage gene expression, internalization of a T7 genome 
that contains all the early promoters is complete after ~20 min of infection at 30˚C (bands 
A and D; Figure 6A).  The first segment (band B) clearly detected in this assay 
corresponds to the first ~7.5 kb of the genome, which is apparent after 5 min and reaches 
its maximum level by ~8 min.  The three minutes during which the intensity of the B 
band is increasing includes the asynchrony of earlier steps of the infection process: 
adsorption, protein ejection and formation of the trans-envelope channel, and ejection of 
the leading 2% of the genome by a transcription-independent process. These steps were 
shown previously to include a reaction with a higher apparent activation energy than that 
of genome internalization by E. coli RNA polymerase at 30˚C and above (Kemp, Gupta 
et al. 2004).  If these initial processes were completely synchronous and early 
transcription failed to terminate through fragment B, the intensity of the B band would 
appear at maximum intensity and the slope in Figure 6B would be undefined and vertical. 
 It should be noted that these experiments are conducted at a multiplicity of 
infection where cells internalize at most only a single phage genome. Hypothetical 
complications due to multiple genomes entering the same cell are therefore avoided. In 
addition, any part of the T7 genome needs to be transcribed only once for it to be 
internalized by the cell; subsequent rounds of transcription do not alter the kinetics of 
DNA translocation into the cell. Differences in the physiology of different cells in the 
exponentially growing population prior to infection may also result in a loss of  
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Figure 6
  Time course of transcription-mediated internalization of a T7 genome.  
Southern blot and rate of appearance at 30˚C of individual Dpn I fragments of sRK1379,∆4127 
into IJ1517(pTP166) cells in the presence (A, B) or absence (C, D) of chloramphenicol.  
The band labeled B* in panel C is shorter than the B band of panel A because of the 4127 (gene 1) 
deletion.  
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Table 4. Rate measurements 
 
Phage 
promoter 
Genotype 
boxA 
Host 
Genotype 
Translation Temp Rate of T7 genome 
internalization 
(bp/sec) 
A1, A2, A3 + + + or - 30˚C 39 
A1, A2, A3 boxA-R1 + - 30˚C 30 
A1, A2, A3 ∆ + + 30˚C 23 
A1, A2, A3 ∆ + - 30˚C NDa 
B ∆ + + 30˚C 22 
B ∆ + - 30˚C NDa 
A1, A2, A3 + + + or - 37˚C 75 
A1, A2, A3 boxA-R1 + - 37˚C 45 
A1, A2, A3 ∆ + - 37˚C 28 
A1, A2, A3 + nusB::IS10 + 37˚C 31 
A1, A2, A3 + nusB::IS10 - 37˚C 29 
 
 
 
a ND: not determined, internalization too inefficient for accurate measurement 
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synchrony, with a resulting longer time for a band to reach maximum intensity, in the 
process of internalizing the T7 genome. 
 Overall, the rate of E. coli RNAP elongation in catalyzing genome entry appears 
relatively synchronous because the rate at which all segments of the genome reach their 
maximum intensity does not change significantly from fragment B to fragment A (Figure 
6B), although within the ensemble of infected cells being analyzed the RNAP in 
individual cells may be transcribing at different rates. The time to reach maximum 
intensity is about 3 minutes for band B at 8.3kb, but extends to almost 5 -6 minutes for 
band A at 35.5 kb. The interpretation of this change in slope is dependent on the 
frequency of initiation events from the early promoters and the percentage of RNAP 
polymerase molecules that completely transcribe across the T7 DNA template. The 
increase in lag suggests only a small number of RNAP molecules that start also finish, 
however at least one of the subsequent polymerase molecules that initiate in the next 1-2 
minutes is successful in internalizing past the previous block. There is therefore no long-
lived pause site or strong terminator sequence for RNAP on the T7 genome.  Either 
possibility would lead to a distinct change in the rate at which a particular Dpn I segment 
of the genome would enter the cell. An RNAP molecule that reads through a terminator 
will presumably continue transcription, and thus genome internalization, at the same rate 
that it was transcribing prior to that sequence.  Terminators that are significantly less than 
100% efficient are not detected in this assay.  This includes the early terminator TE, 
which has been estimated to be about 75% efficient in vivo (McAllister and Barrett 
1977).  Any RNAP molecule that terminated at TE would rapidly be followed by other 
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RNAPs as the major T7 promoters (PA1, PA2,and PA3) are among the strongest 
unregulated promoters in vivo (Deuschle, Kammerer et al. 1986). Because only a single 
readthrough event is necessary for genome internalization, inefficient terminators have 
minimal effects on the overall kinetics. The average rate of T7 genome internalization in 
this experiment is 39 bp/sec (Table 4), in good agreement with earlier data for an 
infection at 30˚C (Garcia and Molineux 1995; Kemp, Gupta et al. 2004). 
The experiment just described was conducted in cells treated with 
chloramphenicol to prevent expression of T7 RNA polymerase, which transcribes five to 
ten-fold faster than the bacterial enzyme.  In order to address whether T7 gene products 
or translation concomitant with E. coli RNAP-catalyzed transcription affect the process 
of genome internalization, I used a T7 deletion mutant that lacks gene 1, which codes for 
T7 RNAP.  The results (Figure 6C, D; Table 3) show that both the rate and synchrony of 
genome entry is unaffected by the presence of ribosomes on T7 RNAs.  
 
Translation of nascent RNAs can be required for T7 genome internalization.  The 
strong PA1, PA2,and PA3 promoters are not essential for T7 growth.  Deletion mutants 
lacking these promoters have been isolated (Moffatt and Studier 1988; Garcia and 
Molineux 1996).  At 30˚C or above the phages grow well, forming normal-sized plaques.  
In such mutants, genome internalization by E. coli RNAP is initiated at the minor PB  
(and/or PC) promoters.  Using a T7 mutant where PB is the only early promoter present, 
genome internalization was found to be very inefficient in chloramphenicol-treated cells 
(Figure 7A, B).  The Dpn I B band reaches its maximum level at a slower rate, i.e., less  
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Figure 7
 Time course of transcription-mediated internalization of a T7 genome lacking
the early promoters A1, A2, and A3.  Southern blot and rate of appearance at 30˚C of 
individual Dpn I fragments of ∆(445-836),∆4127 into IJ1517(pTP166) cells in the presence 
(A, B) or absence (C, D) of chloramphenicol and rate (E).  
NOTE:  Rate could not be 
calculated due to low efficiency
of entry.
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efficiently, than when the three A promoters direct genome internalization (c.f., Figure 
6).  Less efficient internalization in the absence of the A promoters suggests that some 
RNAP molecules fail to transcribe over the entire Dpn I B fragment without pausing for 
an extended period or that they are subject to transcription termination.  For those 
infecting genomes that successfully internalize the entire B fragment the efficiency of 
further transcriptional-mediated genome entry declines substantially.  After 60 min of 
infection, only 60% of the penetrating genomes have internalized their proximal half 
(Dpn I fragments B-I, Figure 7B) at a reduced rate.  Sixty min is about twice the normal 
latent period of the phage grown at 30˚C in rich media.   
Although internalization of the distal half is much less efficient, the 15% of genomes that 
escape a long-lived pause or premature transcription termination appear to internalize 
DNA corresponding to the Dpn I E and A fragments at approximately the same average 
rate of 23 bp/sec.  However, it is emphasized that this latter value may not be very 
accurate as it is based on only a small fraction of infecting genomes. It is anyway a 
maximum for the rate of RNAP- catalyzed genome entry, applying only to those RNAP 
molecules least affected by pausing/termination as they transcribe a single T7 genome 
entering a chloramphenicol-treated infected cell.  However, most RNAP molecules 
attempting to transcribe the entering genome are subject to pausing for extended periods 
or their transcripts are prematurely terminated, primarily at sequences within the Dpn I F, 
C, and E fragments.  These correspond, respectively, to T7 genes 1.8 - 3.8, genes 6.3 - 10, 
and genes 10 – 12 (Figure 8). 
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Allowing translation of T7 RNAs during the process of genome internalization 
largely restores the efficiency at which all segments enter the infected cell (Figure 7E).  
Dpn I bands corresponding to the leading half of the genome increase in intensity at a 
comparable rate; likewise, Dpn I bands in the distal half are comparable to each other but 
increase in intensity at a slower rate than those in the leading half.  The overall average 
rate of transcription-catalyzed genome entry in this experiment can be calculated to be 
~23 bp/sec (Table 4).  This rate is about the same that was estimated in the absence of 
translation, but in the latter case only a small fraction of the infecting genomes was 
completely internalized.  Nevertheless, the agreement suggests that ribosomes are not 
speeding up the overall rate of transcription by pushing E. coli RNAP through pause sites 
on the T7 DNA.  Conversely, the decreased rate appears to enhance termination when 
ribosomes are absent. In ribosomal operons, where translation is absent, the speed of 
transcription is increased to avoid termination factor Rho. Rho is a hexameric helicase 
that can load onto a untranslated transcript, translocate, and dislodge a transcribing RNA 
polymerase molecule. Likewise in transcriptional polarity, a premature stop codon can 
result in a stretch of ribosome free transcript and facilitate Rho-mediated termination 
before the next downstream gene is transcribed.  I conclude that transcription termination, 
likely mediated by the termination factor Rho, is responsible for the apparent failure of E. 
coli RNAP-mediated transcription to efficiently internalize the infecting mutant T7 
genome when translation is blocked..   
Coding sequences account for ~92% of the T7 genome (Dunn and Studier 1983), 
and concurrent translation of T7 RNAs could therefore allow ribosomes to physically  
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Figure 8
 A schematic of the T7 genome showing positions of early host promoters, 
RNase III sites (  ),  and untranslated sequenes (--) within the DpnI fragments.
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BoxA-related sequence Nucleotides from +1
    of upstream promoter
E. coli rrnG TGCTCTTTAACAA 32 (P2); 148 (P1)
Coliphages
T7 cGCTCTTTAACAA 63
T3 cGCTCTTTAACAA 62
BA14 aGCTCTTTAACAA 217
13a cGCTCTTTAACAA 63
øEcoDS1 TGCTCTTTAACAA 63
K1E t/c/aGCTCTTTAACAA 143; 26; 338
K1-5 t/c/aGCTCTTTAACAA 65; 26; 212
K1F TGCTCTTTAACAA 64
Enterobacteriophages
SP6 TGCTCTTTAACAA 45; 315
K11 cGCTCTTTAACAA 16
Era103 cGtTCTTTAACAA 188
øYePe2 cGCTCTTTAAaAA 11
Berlin cGCTCTTTAAaAA 20
øA1122 cGCTCTTTAACAA 63
øYeO3-12 cGCTCTTTAACAA 63
Pseudomonas phages
gh-1 cGCTCTTTAACAA 94
øPLS27 cGCTCTTTAACAA 16
øLKA1 cGCTCTTTAACAA 209
Vibriophage
VpV262 aGCTCTTTAACAA n.d
Figure 9
 An alignment of rrn operon and T7-like phage boxA sequences
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protect RNAP from Rho-mediated termination.  Nevertheless, the change in apparent rate 
at which segments corresponding to the leading and distal halves of the T7 genome reach 
their maximal intensity suggests that significant termination of transcription by E. coli 
RNAP or a long-lived pause lies within the Dpn I C fragment.  This fragment extends 
from within the coding sequences of gene 6.3 through part of gene 10 but there is no 
known transcriptional terminator in this region (Dunn and Studier 1983). However, there 
are three sequences longer than 90 nucleotides in this region where Rho protein could 
load onto the nascent RNA synthesized by E. coli RNAP. At λ tR1 at least 85-97 
nucleotides of ribosome-free RNA are required for Rho termination (Hart and Roberts 
1994).   
 The first of the T7 sequences, between genes 6.3 and 6.5, contains a promoter for 
T7 RNAP and an RNase III recognition site. RNAse III sites are imperfect stem loop 
structures and would seem an unlikely candidate sequence for a Rho loading site. The 
other two sequences are the leader regions ahead of genes 9 and 10, both of which 
contain a T7 promoter, but aside from the T7 RNAP transcription start region the 
sequences are predicted to be largely unstructured. It is plausible that Rho loads 
ontoeither or both of those nascent RNAs. There are five other regions on the T7 genome 
where ≥ 90 contiguous nucleotides are not translated.  Four of these correspond to the left 
(LE-0.3) and right (19.5-RE) genome ends, the region between genes 18 and 18.5 that 
contains an RNase III site, and the region between 19 and 19.5 that carries no known 
genetic signal (Figure 8). Transcription termination at these sites cannot be detected in 
the T7 genome internalization assay. The fifth corresponds to the primary origin of DNA  
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 Time course of transcription-mediated internalization of a T7 genome containing a 
mutant boxA. Southern blot and rate of appearance at 30˚C of individual Dpn I fragments 
of boxA-R1 (A, B) and ∆boxA into IJ1517(pTP166) cells in the presence of chloramphenicol
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replication (1-1.1);.transcription terminator in this region would lead to a slower rate in 
the intensity of Dpn I B. 
 The T7 genome contains a copy of the antitermination element boxA.  
Inspection of the DNA sequence between 445 and 836, the extent of the deletion that 
removes the three strong early promoters PA1, PA2,and PA3 reveals a good match to the 
consensus antitermination element boxA that lies downstream of the E. coli rrn P1 and P2 
promoters.  The T7 boxA sequence is located 63 bp downstream of the PA3 promoter, and 
a comparable sequence is found in equivalent positions in all other T7-like  
enteric phage genomes (Figure 9).  The SP6 genome contains two copies of the 13 bp 
boxA sequence, while the capsule-specific phages K1E and K1-5 both contain three 
copies.  In all cases, the boxA sequences are downstream of an early host promoter and lie 
between coding sequences. This conservation suggests that boxA has an important role in 
the development of T7-like enterobacteriophages in the environment.  Some, but not all, 
Pseudomonas and vibriophages that are related to T7 also appear to contain a boxA-like 
sequence downstream of an early promoter but we have not detected the element in T7-
like phages infecting cyanobacteria.  In contrast to rrn operons or lambdoid phages, the 
T7-related phages do not appear to contain adjacent boxB or boxC sequences, 
althoughtheir significance in E. coli is unclear as a synthetic boxA alone was shown to 
give maximal levels of antitermination (Berg, Squires et al. 1989). Using a reporter assay 
that measured readthrough of the 16S RNA terminator in vivo, it was found that changing 
the underlined T to a G (T4G) in the conserved boxA sequence TGCTCTTTAACAA 
reduced antitermination at least an order of magnitude, a result subsequently confirmed in 
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vitro (Berg, Squires et al. 1989).  I made the same mutation in T7 boxA, called boxA-R1, 
and measured the rate of genome internalization in a wild-type host (Figure 10).  In the 
absence of phage gene expression, genome internalization was complete within 45 min, 
about twice that of a boxA+ genome.  The rates of increase in intensity of all Dpn I bands 
are about the same (Figure 10A, B), and the average rate of transcription-mediated T7 
boxA-R1 DNA internalization at 30˚C can be calculated to be ~30 bp/sec (Table 4). This 
value is higher than in the absence of boxA, but significantly lower than when the 
infecting T7 is boxA+.  These data therefore suggest that the T4G mutation in boxA, 
which abolishes antitermination (Berg, Squires et al. 1989; Squires, Greenblatt et al. 
1993), does not completely inhibit the activity of boxA that leads to an increase in the 
average rate of transcription-mediated T7 genome internalization catalyzed by E. coli 
RNAP in vivo.   
 The increased rate of transcription conferred by boxA-R1, relative to the absence 
of boxA, is likely due either to a reduced susceptibility to pausing at different sites or to a 
reduction in the length of time RNAP spends at each pause site.  Regardless of which 
idea is more correct, the mechanisms allowing the elongation complex to read through 
terminator sequences and to respond to pause sites appear at least partially separable.  
The increase in the rate of T7 genome internalization due to boxA-R1 is only about half 
that conferred by boxA+ but is sufficient to prevent most premature termination of 
transcription-catalyzed T7 genome entry.  Assuming that all premature termination is due 
to Rho, it suggests that the average speed at which Rho translocates along T7 RNAs at 
30˚C in vivo lies between 22 and 30 bp/sec. 
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It seemed possible that the difference in rates between the experiments shown in 
Figures 7 and 10 could be due to the higher transcriptional activity of the strong A 
promoters, relative to the PB promoter.  I therefore constructed a precise deletion of 
boxA, thereby leaving the three A promoters intact.  In the absence of translation, 
internalization of the ∆boxA genome by transcription from the three A promoters is 
extremely defective (Figure 10D, E).  The time taken for the first major Dpn I band (B) to 
reach its maximum intensity is ~12 min, considerably more than the 3 min for a wild-type 
phage (Figure 6), and about the same as the phage lacking both the A promoters and 
boxA (Figure 7). As expected, Dpn I bands corresponding to more distal parts of the T7 
genome increase in intensity at progressively lower rates than Dpn I B, presumably again 
reflecting extensive premature termination of transcription that affects the genome 
internalization process. In the absence of the antitermination element boxA the increased 
number of transcripts initiating at the three A promoters, relative to the single PA3 
promoter, therefore do not significantly alter the pattern of T7 genome internalization by 
RNAP. 
 NusB is required for the increased transcription rate.  In addition to a boxA 
sequence, transcription antitermination in E. coli requires the presence of several Nus 
proteins, in particular NusB (Nodwell and Greenblatt 1993; Condon, Squires et al. 1995; 
Nudler and Gottesman 2002). NusB (together with NusE, also known as ribosomal 
protein S10) is thought to act first in antitermination by binding the nascent BOXA RNA. 
nusB null mutants are conditionally viable;  they exhibit cold-sensitivity at 30˚C but they 
grow at 37˚C (Taura, Ueguchi et al. 1992).  I therefore measured the rate of T7 genome  
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Figure 11
 Time course and transcription-mediated internalization of a T7 genome.
Southern blot and rate of appearance at 37˚C of individual Dpn I fragments of sRK1379,∆4127 
into IJ1517 nusB:IS10  (pTP166) cells (A,B) and T7∆boxA into IJ1517 (pTP166) (C,D)  
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internalization into isogenic nus+ and nusB::IS10 cells at 37˚C.  The rate of genome entry 
in the presence of NusB is 75 bp/sec at 37˚C (data not shown), but in its absence, the rate 
drops by over half, to 29-31 bp/sec (Figure 11A, B).  Interestingly, even though there are 
no ribosomes on the T7 RNAs in this experiment, there is only one significant change in 
the time taken for the different Dpn I bands to reach their maximum intensity. Bands 
corresponding to the leading half of the T7 genome (B-I) increase in intensity at the same 
rate, whereas bands corresponding to the distal half (C-E) increase at a slower rate. 
Allowing concurrent translation with transcription-mediated internalization of the T7 
genome prevents premature termination when the Dpn I C fragment (genes 6.3 - 10) 
enters the cell (Figure 11E) but has little effect on the overall rate of transcription, which 
is 29 bp/sec (Table 3). 
The overall pattern of T7+ genome entry at 37˚C into the nusB:IS10 strain in the 
absence of translation (Figure 11A, B) is reasonably similar to that of a phage lacking 
boxA into a wild-type host at 30˚C (Figure 7C and 7D). The latter experiment, however, 
necessitated concurrent translation to prevent premature termination of transcription. The 
model for ribosomal antitermination predicts that the absence of either boxA or nusB will 
similarly affect the rate and frequency of termination at a given temperature. To compare 
the absence of boxA and nusB, the internalization of T7 ΔboxA was also measured at 
37˚C.  The overall efficiency at which individual Dpn I bands were detected after 
infection at 37˚C is higher than at 30˚C (c.f., Figure 11D, E with Figure 10D, E).  The 
average rate of ∆boxA genome internalization in this experiment was calculated to be 28 
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bp/sec (Table 3). Both nusB and boxA null mutants reduce the rate from 75 bp/sec to 28-
30 bp/sec at 37˚C.   
 There is a disproportionate increase in the measured rate between 30˚C and 37˚C 
for T7+ and T7ΔboxA. If all termination is due to Rho protein, this result suggests that the 
increase in average rate of transcription between 30˚C and 37˚C is therefore greater than 
the increase in the average rate of Rho translocation along RNAs. The implication of Rho 
is only indirect because translation-coupled transcription increases the processivity at 
30˚C. Regardless of mechanism, the rate increase from 23 bp/sec to about 30 bp/sec 
appears to be sufficient to abolish a significant number of terminating transcripts. 
  
Growth of T7 in the absence of antitermination.  In contrast to the growth 
defect associated with transcription of the rrn operons, or of λ development, in nusA or 
nusB mutant strains (Sharrock, Gourse et al. 1985; Quan, Zhang et al. 2005) there is no 
substantial defect of T7 growth in the absence of antitermination. The specific infectivity 
(plaque-forming units per A260) of T7+ and T7 ∆boxA is the same and both phages plate 
normally on E. coli strains deleted for nusA or nusG, or containing a nusB::IS10 insertion 
(data not shown).  Furthermore, both T7 and T7 ∆boxA plate normally in rho-defective 
strains and make infective centers in a rho702(Ts) strain at 43˚C.  Short-term serial 
passaging experiments conducted for at least 20 cycles of phage growth also did not 
reveal any fitness defect in head-to-head competition between isogenic boxA+ and boxA- 
phages growing in LB or minimal medium, or at temperatures ranging from 25˚C to 
43˚C.  However, the boxA mutant does appear to require a slightly extended time to  
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Figure 12 (legend) 
 
 Lysis of mutant E. coli after T7+ and T7 ∆boxA infection.  Closed symbols: T7+; 
Open symbols: ∆boxA.  A. 30˚C.  Squares: E. coli B; Triangles: IJ1517; Circles: 
IJ1517rhoE134D.  B. 37˚C.  Squares: IJ1517; Triangles: IJ1517rhoE134D 
∆nusA533::cat; Circles: IJ1517nusB::IS10.  C.  Squares: MDS42; Triangles: 
MDS42∆nusA; Circles: MDS42∆nusG. 
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achieve cell lysis at 30˚C in both the E. coli K-12 strain IJ1517 (25 vs. 26.5 min; Figure 
12A), and in E. coli B (28 vs. 29.5 min; Figure 12A). The slight increase in latent period 
resulting from the ∆boxA mutation can be accounted for by a slower rate of transcription 
over the early region of the T7 genome, in particular through the end of gene 1, T7 
RNAP. 
 Although antitermination of transcription during T7 growth is not essential, the 
absence of NusA, NusB, or NusG does have a substantial effect on the T7 latent period.  
These experiments were conducted at 37˚C, which is a permissive temperature for these 
null mutant strains where their doubling times are nevertheless about twice that of their 
parents (Quan, Zhang et al. 2005; Cardinale, Washburn et al. 2008).  At 37˚C in both the 
wild-type and rhoE134D mutant strains, the difference in lysis times between T7+ and 
∆boxA seen at 30˚C has become insignificant.  However, in the IJ1517 background, 
nusB::IS10 causes a 7 min delay in lysis (Figure 12B), adding almost 50% to the normal 
latent period of T7+. The lack of NusA activity (in a Rho-defective background) also 
increases the latent period by 5.5 min (Figure 12B). Similarly, using MDS42 derivatives, 
the lack of NusA and NusG cause a 5.5 min and 7 min, respectively, delay in lysis by T7 
(Figure 12C).  As might be expected, lysis by T7+ and T7 ∆boxA occurs at essentially the 
same time in nusA and nusB mutants, although for unknown reasons there is an additional 
delay during the infection of T7 ΔboxA into a ∆nusG host.  Although phage-specific 
effects cannot be rule out, it seems likely that the lengthened latent period is primarily 
due to the effects of the nus mutations on cell physiology rather than on transcription of 
the T7 genome.  The Nus proteins are necessary for optimal transcription of the rrn 
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operons, and there may be too few ribosomes in nus mutant cells to sustain maximal 
growth rates of T7. 
 
 A Nus-independent antitermination system from HK022 is functional in T7.  
A different antitermination system has been characterized in the lambdoid phage HK022 
(King, Banik-Maiti et al. 1996). In place of the nut (N-utilization) sites nutL and nutR 
found downstream of PL and PR in lambda, HK022 possesses the elements putL and 
putR. (Figure 4).  Like λN-nut-mediated antitermination, a RNAP molecule that 
transcribes through put reads through downstream intrinsic terminators. Interestingly, 
unlike bacteriophage λ, host mutations that inhibit lytic growth of HK022 are not mapped 
to nus genes, but are within the zinc finger domain of the β’ subunit of RNAP (Clerget, 
Jin et al. 1995). One such mutant contains a Y75N substitution in RpoC. The mechanism 
of antitermination is thought to be that the PUT sequence in the nascent RNA folds into a 
secondary structure that interacts stably with RNAP (Sen, King et al. 2001). The 
interaction presumably changes the conformation of RNAP so that it no longer 
recognizes terminator sequences, and the Y75N substitution in the β’ subunit prevents 
that conformational change from occurring. 
 It was of interest to determine whether the effects of put in HK022 would extend 
both to a different genetic context and over a much longer template than is technically 
feasible in vitro or even in HK022 itself.  I therefore constructed T7 genomes where the 
early T7 A promoters and boxA were replaced either with the HK022 PL promoter 
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(PRAK26) or with the PL promoter followed by put (PRAK31).  Neither of these 
constructs appears to have a detrimental effect on T7 growth.  
   In order to measure the rate and efficiency of transcription from the PL 
promoter, T7 genome entry experiments into both IJ1517 (wild-type) and IJ1517 rpoC-
Y75N (non-permissive for put) were performed. The kinetics of PRAK26 genome 
internalization are similar to those determined with ∆boxA, where the strong, early A 
promoters direct transcription, or with ∆(445-836), where the PB and/or PC promoters 
function. In the absence of translation, transcription from PL results in only a small 
fraction of genomes that initiate penetration being completely internalized, even after 60 
minutes of infection (Figure 13 A,B; c.f., Figure 6). Allowing protein synthesis during the 
experiment, thereby allowing transcription and translation to be coupled, resulted in a 
substantial increase in the efficiency of genome internalization. The rate of genome 
internalization was be calculated to be 23 bp/sec (Figure 13 D,E,F).  A comparable rate, 
and the requirement for concurrent translation, for efficient genome internalization was 
also shown for T7ΔboxA.  
 In experiments when the HK022 put sequence is positioned directly downstream 
from PL, as in PRAK31, the rate and efficiency of genome internalization are both similar 
to that measured for T7+. The rate of transcription-mediated genome internalization is 
40bps/sec at 30˚C, and the rate of increase of all Dpn I bands to their maximum intensity 
is about three minutes. In the absence of translation, the entire population of entering 
phage genomes have been completely translocated into cell by 20 minutes of infection 
(Figure 14 A,B,C).  
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Figure 13
 Time course of transcription-mediated internalization of a T7 genome.  Southern blot
 and rate of appearance at 30˚C of individual Dpn I fragments of PRAK26 and PRAK26,∆4127 
into IJ1517(pTP166) cells in the presence (A, B) or absence (C, D) of chloramphenicol.  The
band labeled B* in panel C is shorter than the B band of panel A because of the 4127 (gene 1) 
deletion. Extrapolated rate is also shown (E) 
Note:  Rate could not be 
extrapolated due to poor efficiency
of DNA entry.
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The influences of T7 boxA and HK022 put on genome internalization are therefore the 
same, in respect to the increased rate and synchronous, efficient genome entry.  
  To investigate the effects of the rpoC-Y75N mutation, which abrogates the 
antitermination properties of put in its native context of HK022, the mutant allele was 
transduced into the standard host strain (IJ1517) for measuring rates of genome 
internalization. This strain is called IJ4106. In IJ4106, the rpoC-Y75N mutation does not 
affect growth or plating of T7, regardless of the presence or absence of specific 
promoter(s) and the presence or absence of transcription antitermination elements in the 
leading end of an entering genome. 
 Though the rpoC-Y75N allele was isolated as a suppressor of HK022, it was 
important to first determine its effect on transcription. The rate and efficiency of genome 
internalization for the HK022 PL phage, PRAK26, is not positively or negatively affected 
by this mutation. These results (not shown) are almost identical to those measured in the 
isogenic IJ1517 strain. In the absence of translation, the rate of genome internalization is 
reduced and efficiency of complete genome internalization is poor. Likewise, the 
measured rate of genome internalization for T7+ into IJ4106 was also unchanged. The 
observed rate of entry, 40 bps/sec at 30 C, with nearly all genomes entering in 20 
minutes, suggests that the rpoC mutant had no measurable effect on T7 boxA-mediated 
antitermination. 
 Unlike T7+, the rpoC-Y75N allele abolished the previously measured increase in 
rate for HK022 PL-put phage PRAK31 (Figure 14 D,E). The apparent rate of entry is 
reduced and the efficiency of genome internalization is poor. Only 20% of the phages  
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 Time course of transcription-mediated internalization of a T7 genome.  
Southern blot and rate of appearance at 30˚C of individual Dpn I fragments of PRAK31
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completely enter after 45 minutes. These results, indicative of Rho-termination, are 
observed for all of the experiments in this work when transcription is slow and translation 
is absent.  These results suggest put does not exert an influence on rpoC-Y75N 
transcription, as PRAK 31 is no different than PRAK26 for transcription-coupled genome 
entry.  This indicates that the mutation in the zinc finger domain is inhibitory for put, but 
does not reduce the antiterminating effects of T7 boxA 
 Mutations affecting E. coli nus genes that prevent growth of HK022 have not 
been isolated.  Further, in vitro transcription antitermination studies on PL-put have 
indicated that complete put activity does not appear to require protein factors other than 
E. coli RNAP holoenzyme (Banik-Maiti, King et al. 1997; King and Weisberg 2003).  
However, the effects of E. coli proteins involved in antitermination at the rrn operons 
have not been explicitly tested on the HK022 PL-put system. 
 I also measured the rate of internalization of the PRAK31 genome into IJ1517 and 
its isogenic nusB::IS10 derivative IJ1897.  The experiment was conducted at 37˚C 
because of the cold-sensitivity of the nusB null mutant strain.  In both the wild-type and 
mutant host, the rate of increase in intensity of all Dpn I bands was the same, and all 
bands reached the same maximum level.  The rate of internalization of the PRAK31 
genome was calculated to be 78 bp/sec (Figure 15 C,D). Thus, at least in the context of a 
T7 genome, unlike boxA, NusB has no effect on the antitermination activity of put.  This 
is almost identical to the rate measured at 37˚C for T7 entry into IJ1517. At 37˚C the T7 
was measured to enter at 75 bp/sec, but in IJ1897, the rate shown reduced to 31 bp/sec 
(c.f. Figure 11C and Table 3).  
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 It is interesting that the rates of fully antiterminated transcription by boxA and 
Nus factors, or by put are essentially the same. The mechanisms of antitermination by the 
put and boxA elements, measured in this work as an increased rate of transcription, 
appear to be completely distinct.  boxA activity requires Nus proteins, and is unaffected 
by a mutant E. coli RNAP that prevents put function.  Conversely, put activity is 
absolutely dependent on a zinc finger domain of the β´ subunit of E. coli RNAP, but is 
independent of NusB, and likely other Nus proteins as well. 
 
The requirement for transcription inhibition is promoter dependent. T7 must 
inhibit host transcription during infection for a productive infection. This is accomplished 
by the gene 2 protein, perhaps with the help of the 0.7 protein. The latter protein is not 
required for inhibition in wild-type E. coli K-12 or B strains but becomes essential when 
the affinity of gp2 for its target, E. coli RNAP, is reduced by mutations affecting the 
β´subunit (DeWyngaert and Hinkle 1979; Shanblatt and Nakada 1982; Nechaev and 
Severinov 1999). The defect in phage growth is manifest late in infection, during DNA 
packaging, when the newly replicated DNA is degraded to less than unit genome length 
(Yamada, Silnutzer et al. 1978; DeWyngaert and Hinkle 1979).  In the absence of gp2, 
T7 growth can be rescued by the addition of rifampicin late in infection (Hesselbach and 
Nakada 1977; Yamada, Silnutzer et al. 1978; Mooney, North et al. 1980; Ontell and 
Nakada 1980). 
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 Purified gp2 binds σ70-holoenzyme and prevents binding to the -35/-10 regions of 
most promoters. Inhibition is much less effective at extended -10 promoters where the -
35 region is functionally dispensable. The mechanism of inhibition is thought to be a 
conformational change in the 4.2 domain of σ70 that prevents recognition of the -35 
region (Nechaev and Severinov 1999).  
 In a collaboration with the Severinov laboratory, the T7 early promoters PA1, PA2, 
and PA3 were replaced with a number of other promoters, including the extended -10 
promoter galP1, and resulting phages tested for growth in the presence and absence of 
gene 2. The original premise was that different promoters might exhibit different 
requirements for gene 2.  It should be noted that this series of experiments was initiated 
before the T7 boxA element had been recognized. 
 Unlike T7+, none of the promoter replacement constructs prevented growth in the 
absence of gene 2 (Table 5).  Bacteriophage T7 normally yields large, clear plaques, but 
2-Y16am plates poorly in the absence of an amber suppressor in E.coli B and K-12 
strains. The efficiency of plating for large plaque formation is almost 1000-fold lower 
than on an amber suppressor strain. Similarly, T7 plates poorly on a strain containing 
rpoC-Δ(1149−1190)  because the deletion removes the gp2-binding site in the β’ subunit 
of RNAP. When the three early promoters (ΔPA1, PA2, PA3) are removed from the T7 
genome, it was initially surprising that T7 2-Y16am plated normally in the absence of an 
amber suppressor and that the rpoC-Δ(1149−1190) host no longer prevented phage 
growth. Similarly, replacement of the three T7 A promoters with lacP, galP1, PL, or the 
rrnB P1 promoter yielded phages that did not require gene 2 for growth  What was 
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common to all these constructs, and what was ultimately shown to be responsible for the 
gene 2-independent phenotype, was that they all lacked boxA. 
 One additional phage construct warrants mention here.  A T7 derivative was made 
where the three T7 A promoters (PA1, PA2, PA3) and boxA were inverted as a unit such 
that they faced the left genome end.  In this phage, A1A2A3Rev, no T7 genes would be 
expressed from the A promoters, but if transcription occurred on replicating concatemeric 
DNA antisense RNAs would be made.  It is not known if such transcription occurs.  
Nevertheless, A1A2A3Rev was shown to grow normally in the absence of gene 2 function 
(Table 5). Thus, the presence of the boxA sequence itself does not result in a requirement 
for gene 2 during phage growth, rather that the orientation of boxA alone, or the 
orientation of the PA1, PA2, PA3 – boxA region, is important.  
 While conducting a genetic selection for T7 mutants that could grow in the 
absence of gene 2 activity (see below), I tested the existing T7 mutant boxA-R1, and 
when it became available, ∆boxA, for gene 2-independent growth.  ∆boxA was totally 
independent of gene 2, giving the same titer and plaque morphology on isogenic hosts 
where gene 2 activity was allowed or not. The growth of boxA-R1 was much less 
restricted than T7+ in the absence of gene 2 but the point mutation was less effective  in 
conferring independence than the boxA deletion.  These data suggest that antiterminated 
transcription from the PA1, PA2, PA3 promoters are responsible for the gene 2 growth 
requirement and are consistent with genome entry experiments, where it was shown that 
boxA-R1 mutation conferred a higher rate of internalization than ∆boxA, but less than 
boxA+ (c.f. Figure 6 and 10). 
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Table 5.  Efficiency of plating (normalized to IJ511) 
 
 
Phage      
 
 
 IJ511 BL21 IJ1517 IJ1894    
T7+  1 0.7 1.3 0.03* 
      
2am64  1 3 x10-3 1 x 10-3 3 x10-3 
      
∆(445-836) (A1, A2, A3, boxA)-  1 1.0 1.2 1.0 
      
∆(445-836)  2am64  1 0.3 0.7 1.0 
      
Rev(836-445) (A1, A2, 
A3boxA) reverse orientation 
 1 1.3 0.7 0.7 
      
Rev(836-445) 2am64  1 0.3 0.7 0.8 
∆(445-836) Gal Promoter, 
2am64  1 0.2 0.8 1.0 
      
∆(445-836) Lac  Promoter, 
2am64  1 1.0 1.0 1.0 
      
∆(445-836) PL (PRAK26)  1 1.0 1.3 0.9 
      
∆(445-836) PL-put (PRAK31)  1 1.0 1.3 0.07 
      
      
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 IJ511 E. coli K-12 ∆lacX74 supE44 galK2 galT22 mcrA rfbD1 mcrB1 hsdS3  
 IJ1517 E. coli K-12 ∆lacX74 ∆(mcrC-mrr) 
 IJ1894 IJ1517 rpoC-∆(1149-1190) 
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 In this work, it has been shown that the replacement, deletion, inversion of the 
three A early promoters, or boxA allows T7 to grow in the absence of gene 2. To obtain a 
more general  assessment of the roles of these early promoters and boxA, I selected about 
30 spontaneous T7 mutants that form large plaques on IJ1820 hsdR, a MG1655-derived 
strain that contains the rpoC-Δ(1149-1190) allele that prevents T7 gp2 function. Using 
PCR and sequencing, all the mutant phage selected were found to have acquired deletions 
near the left end of the genome, removing much of the early promoter region. All 
deletions removed at least part of the PA3 promoter, but some extended upstream to 
remove PA2 and others downstream into genes 0.3-0.6.  It was striking that no deletion 
extended into gene 0.7, the gene most likely to be deleted under these selection 
conditions in a wild-type host. I attributed the large deletions to the dispensability of T7 
gene 0.3 in the hsdR mutant (genes 0.4-0.6 are not known to be important under any 
growth conditions) and a large number of short repeats between T7 positions 500-800 
and 1500-1900. Short repeated sequences allow recombination and/or replication 
mispairing to generate deletions at sequences above the spontaneous rate of a point 
mutation.  
 To enrich for more informative small deletions and to isolate point mutations, I 
repeated the selection under conditions where gene 0.3 function was required. About half 
the mutants had smaller deletions that were almost exclusively to the left of gene 0.3. No 
deletion was present in the remaining half, but several phages were found to contain a 
mutation in the -10 or -35 regions of the PA3 promoter. Mutations affecting other 
promoters were not found.  Some gene 2-independent mutants possessed no mutations in 
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the first 2-3 kb of the genome; these have not yet been analyzed further. Two different 
PA3 mutants were isolated and are named for the position of the mutation. A phage 
containing the -35 mutation is called T714C, that with the -10 mutation, T737C.  No 
other bases in the -10/-35 regions of PA3 were found to be mutant in this group, even 
though they would be expected if promoter inactivation was the target of selection.  As 
only 2-3 kb of each mutant was sequenced, it was important to test these mutations 
independently should there be additional compensatory changes in the remaining 36-37 
kb of the genome. The first 825 bp of DNA for each mutant phage was amplified and 
ligated to a T7 right arm construct extending from bp 836. 
 The phenotype for these constructs is identical to the original mutants. When 
T737C and T714C are plated on isogenic gene 2- resistant and wild-type hosts, the 
efficiency of plating is unity (Table 5). This result proves that a single point mutation in 
PA3 is sufficient to confer gene 2-independent growth.  Together with the data with the 
∆boxA mutant, these results suggest that antiterminated transcription from PA3 is 
responsible for the requirement for gene 2 function during phage growth. Preventing 
antitermination late in infection appears to represent the true target for gene 2. In order to 
confirm this idea, I used the phages PRAK 26 and PRAK31, that respectively contain the 
heterologous HK022 PL and PL-put elements. Like T7ΔboxA, PRAK26 (PL) titers at an 
equal efficiency in the presence or absence of gene 2 function, In contrast, PRAK31 (PL-
put) the efficiency of plating in the absence of gene 2 function is significantly reduced.  
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Sequences upstream of Promoter PA3 are important for the requirement of gene 2  
 Either of two mutations in PA3 allow T7 to plate efficiently in the absence of gene 
2 function. T737C and T714C can be added to the list of phages where the requirement of 
gene 2 is abolished. The idea that transcription antitermination imposes a requirement for 
gene 2 does not explain the two mutations in promoter PA3 unless the mutations also 
prevent RNAP from responding to antitermination elements. Although the T737C 
mutation largely abolishes promoter activity in an abortive initiation assay, the T714C 
mutation only reduces activity by ~20%, a result confirmed by primer extension 
experiments (Savalia, Robins, Molineux, Severinov; in preparation).  As PA3 is among 
the strongest of unregulated promoters (Deuschle, Kammerer et al. 1986) , a 20% drop in 
activity would not be expected to have a such a profound effect on the amount of 
antiterminated RNAs that inhibition of E. coli RNAP by gp2 would become unnecessary.   
 Prior to this work, promoter PA3 had been demonstrated to have different 
properties than PA1 and PA2. When the activity of all three promoters were directly 
compared, at 37°C PA1 was the strongest, but at 25°C PA3 was preferentially utilized. PA3 
activity was also more sensitive to salt than PA1 or PA2 (Dausse, Sentenac et al. 1976). 
However, a sequence comparison of these promoters reveals that they are quite similar, 
and the counterparts of T714 and T737 in PA3 are conserved in PA1 and PA2. Dunn and 
Studier noted the presence of A-rich sequences near the -45 region of all three promoters 
and correlated these with similar A-tracts observed in ribosomal and other “strong” 
promoters (Dunn and Studier 1983). Short A-tracts bend the DNA helix, potentially 
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allowing greater contact with RNAP at a promoter.  However, the length of the -45 
region A-tract varies in the three promoters, and our initial thoughts were therefore that 
this region might be important for the differences between PA3 and PA1 or PA2, both in 
respect to temperature and salt effects on promoter activities and on the ability of RNAP 
that initiated at PA3 to respond to the downstream boxA element.  
 The phenotypes of the PA3 mutants I had isolated were in the context of the 
upstream promoters PA1 and PA2.  Transcription from these promoters crosses PA3 and 
could therefore affect its properties.  In order to initiate a study of what makes PA3 
different from PA1 and PA2, I made a series of constructs containing a minimal PA3 and 
varying amounts of upstream sequences.  I specifically focused on the importance of the 
A-rich region. The composition of the minimal PA3 construct, T7711-825, included 
sequences from only the -35 region through boxA. A second construct, T7703-825, included 
the additional eightA-rich residues.  Both T7711-825 and T7703-825 grow without a 
requirement for gene 2, titering equally on IJ1517 and IJ1894 titer (Table 6), suggesting 
there must be additional sequence requirements for PA3 to direct antiterminating 
transcription. 
  Three additional phages were then constructed to include up to 86 residues 
upstream of the promoter start. The only design consideration for the position of each 
upstream site was the inclusion of A/T rich sequences. These constructs are called T7687-
825,T7665-825, and T7623-825. T7687-825 failed to restore gene 2-dependent growth, however 
T7665-825 and T7625-825 were restricted for growth on IJ1894 (Table 6).  
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Table 6 Efficiency of plating (normalized to IJ1517) 
 
 
Phage  IJ1517 IJ1894   
    
T7+  1 0.007 
    
T7703-825  1  0.8 
    
T7687-825  1 0.8 
    
T7665-825  1 .008 
    
T7625-825  1 .006 
    
T7665-814  1 0.9 
    
T7A1-boxA  1 1 
    
    T7A1A2-boxA   1 1.1 
    
 
 
 
  
 IJ1517 E. coli K-12 ∆lacX74 ∆(mcrC-mrr) 
 IJ1894 IJ1517 rpoC-∆(1149-1190) 
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Thus, sequences up to position -86 of the PA3 promoter are necessary for transcripts to 
become susceptible to antitermination at the boxA sequence (resulting in gene 2-
dependent growth) and that the 22 bp sequence between 687 and 665 is important. The 
extended sequence upstream of the PA3 promoter is not conserved in the PA1 and PA2 
promoters, and this alone could account for the difference in properties between them. 
Another possibility is that sequences between the transcription start site and boxA are 
important, or that boxA is positioned too far downstream from the other two promoters.  
To test these ideas, the 75 bp sequence containing the PA3 transcription start site through 
boxA was fused to PA1 and the tandem promoters PA1 and PA2. These phages are called 
T7A1-boxA T7A1A2-boxA. Neither of these phages, T7A1-boxA and T7A1A2-boxA is restricted for 
growth on IJ1894, plating with an efficiency of 1 when compared to IJ1517 (Table 5). 
Thus, sequences between the PA3 transcription start site and boxA are not critical for gene 
2-dependent growth, and thus for antiterminated transcription. I have also measured the 
rate of transcription-coupled genome internalization for T7A1-boxA to be about 30 bp/sec 
30˚C (data not shown).  This value is significantly higher than in the absence of boxA but 
also significantly lower than the 40 bp/sec obtained with T7+.  
In conclusion, 40 bp/sec can be considered to be the rate of elongation by a fully 
antiterminated transcription complex, and leads to gene 2-dependent growth.  A PA3 
construct that extends from position -86 to +1 is necessary and sufficient to allow full 
antitermination.  In contrast, the PA1 and PA2 promoters are not capable of directing the 
maximum rate of transcription, and even though they exhibit a partial response to the 
boxA antitermination sequence, resulting in an intermediate rate of transcription, they do 
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not confer gene 2-dependent growth of T7.  Finally, PA3 and boxA are not themselves 
critical as promoter constructs containing HK022 PL -put also result in T7 derivatives 
that are gene 2-dependent.  The essential function of T7 gene 2 in phage development is 
therefore to prevent E. coli RNAP from making antiterminated transcripts late in 
infection. 
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Discussion 
 
Transcription is responsible for translocating most of the T7 genome into the cell 
during infection. The cell envelope serves a barrier between the virion and RNAP, and 
the force generated by NTP hydrolysis, estimated to be 15 piconewtons during 
transcription (Yin, Wang et al. 1995), is more than enough to internalize phage DNA. 
When T7 RNAP synthesis is prevented, E.coli RNAP will internalize the entire genome, 
but the rate and efficiency is largely dependent on antitermination. Antiterminating 
transcription is not necessary for T7 growth, but is found in this work to be relevant for 
transcription shutoff late in infection. 
  In this work I have identified a boxA antitermination element in T7 and found it 
to be operative. The sequence of the T7 boxA is almost identical in sequence to the 
ribosomal boxA. The sole difference is found at base 1 of rrn boxA, at which no 
mutations were found during a saturating mutagenesis in vivo screen (Berg, Squires et al. 
1989). Like antiterminating transcription in ribosomal operons, for T7 boxA, nusB protein 
is also a requirement. The HK022 put element is also shown to substitute for and 
effectuate antitermination in the absence of T7 boxA, but lacks the requirement for nusB. 
Conversely, the influence of put, but not boxA, on downstream transcription is similarly 
suppressed by a mutation in the zinc-finger domain of rpoC. Thus the nature of the 
interaction between the boxA and put sequences in the nascent RNA and the polymerase 
are distinct. 
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The direct effect of Rho or other Nus proteins for antitermination in T7 is not 
measured in this work. Strains containing a nusA or nusG deletion are incapable of 
maintaining the dam-overexpressing plasmid pTP166 that is necessary for the T7 genome 
entry assay.  A NusG-depletion strategy allowed the importance of the protein in rRNA 
transcription antitermination to be demonstrated (Torres, Balada et al. 2004) but neither 
this approach nor that of using conditional (Ts, Cs) mutants at their non-permissive 
temperature is practical for a T7 genome internalization assay. 
The measured rate of genome internalization in the absence of either boxA or put 
is reduced from 75-78 bp/sec to 30 bp/sec at 37˚C. This value agrees well with 
measurements (75-90 bp/sec) of rrn transcription at 37˚C in vivo (Vogel and Jensen 
1995; Vogel and Jensen 1997). At 30˚C, the rate decreases from around 40 bp/sec to 22-
24 bp/sec and is probably indicative of antiterminating rRNA and normal mRNA 
transcription rates at this lower temperature.  
As a direct consequence of the reduced rate of transcription, RNAP becomes 
susceptible to pausing or termination and this is reflected by the significantly diminished 
entry of late right-end fragments. Most of the inefficient entry is attributed to termination 
factor Rho. During antitermination of rRNA operons, either the reduction of pausing, 
increased speed of transcription, or both allows RNAP to outpace Rho. This is especially 
relevant in ribosomal operons, as these are not translated. In the ribosomal operon, 
ribosomes are absent and a paused polymerase would be displaced should Rho load onto 
a nearby site to displace the transcript. This model is referred to as kinetic coupling (Jin, 
Burgess et al. 1992). Normally, it is understood that the rates of the polymerase and the 
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translating ribosome are close enough to reach an equilibrium that affords protection 
from Rho during transcription of an open reading frame. However, once a ribosome 
reaches a stop codon, the untranslated region may facilitate enough ribosome free RNA 
for Rho to terminate a slow or paused RNAP complex. Conversely, if transcription 
synthesizes a downstream ribosome binding site, then the re-initiation of translation into 
the next coding region again confers protection. Consistent with this model, in a 
polycistronic message, a premature stop codon often results in Rho-mediated termination 
and the resulting decreased expression of downstream genes and this is referred to as 
polarity. In T7, the presence of an antitermination system that increases the overall rate of 
transcription explains why amber mutants in early, class I genes exhibiting transcriptional 
polarity have never been found. 
The Rho protein is active as a hexamer and must first load on to the nascent RNA 
in order to cause termination.  Loading sites, known as RUT sites, are not conserved in 
sequence and thus cannot easily be predicted; they are typically a ≥40 nucleotide C-rich 
region with little secondary structure (reviewed by Richardson, 2002; Ciampi, 2006 
(Richardson 2002; Ciampi 2006), although at trp t, 70-80 nucleotides were found 
necessary (Zhu and von Hippel 1998). It is not known how many rut sites are present on 
the T7 genome; in vitro transcription studies suggest that Rho can terminate transcription 
at several loci within the early region normally transcribed by E. coli RNAP (Darlix 
1973; Minkley and Pribnow 1973; Kassavetis and Chamberlin 1981; Levin and 
Chamberlin 1987). When translation is blocked, the slower rate of increase in intensity of 
the Dpn I B band in the absence of boxA, relative to its boxA+ parent suggests that Rho 
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can cause termination in the early region in vivo, but only when the T7 antitermination 
element is not present. In vivo, the lack of an antitermination system is much more 
apparent in the late region of T7, where the efficiency of genome internalization by 
transcription is grossly reduced and Rho-mediated termination appears to occur across 
much of the genome. When translation is blocked during infection by a ∆boxA mutant 
phage, few transcripts initiating at the early promoters of T7 reach 35 kb before they are 
terminated.  PA1, PA2, and PA3 are among the strongest unregulated promoters known 
and assuming that each initiates transcription once every 10 sec, after an hour of infection 
~1000 elongation complexes could have been established. A single transcription event is 
all that is necessary to achieve genome internalization, yet after that hour of infection 
only ~20% of genomes that initiated genome internalization completely entered the cell.  
Rho-mediated termination is therefore extremely efficient without the protecting effect of 
translating ribosomes.  
Rho uses its helicase activity to translocate along a nascent RNA.  The rate of 
translocation in vitro has been estimated on two related RNAs at ~20 nucleotides/sec at 
37˚C (Walstrom, Dozono et al. 1997). Even in the absence of antitermination this value is 
probably too low to effect termination on entering T7 DNA in vivo unless there are rut 
sites closely spaced with pause sites where RNAP stalls for a considerable length of time.  
In the absence of antitermination, the rate of transcription-mediated T7 genome 
internalization is ~23 bp/sec at 30˚C.  It seems more likely either that the rate of Rho 
translocation is significantly higher in vivo than in vitro or the rate varies at different 
terminator sequences.  Determining an accurate internalization rate for the infecting T7 
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genome at 30˚C in the absence of boxA necessitated concurrent translation of T7 RNAs.  
In contrast, much less premature transcription termination is apparent at 37˚C and rates of 
genome entry could be measured both in the presence and absence of translation.  In the 
absence of NusB (Figure 5A-C, F), the T7 genome is internalized at 29 and 31 bp/sec at 
37˚C, with and without translation respectively, and at 28 bp/sec for T7 ∆boxA (this 
phage contains gene 1 and genome entry experiments required that protein synthesis be 
inhibited).  The reduced level of premature transcription termination at 37˚C, relative to 
that at 30˚C, suggests that the Q10 of the transcription elongation complex on T7 DNA 
may be greater than that of Rho on T7 RNAs.  Rates of transcription-mediated T7 
genome entry in the presence of the T4G boxA (boxA-R1) mutation are higher than rates 
measured in the absence of boxA or in a nusB null mutant.  The increased average rate of 
transcription must be due to a reduction in pausing, either at fewer sites or for a shorter 
time at specific sites on the T7 genome. Either hypothesis results in an effective 
abrogation of transcription termination by Rho, providing some support for the kinetic-
coupling model for Rho-mediated termination (Jin, Burgess et al. 1992).   
T7 RNAs are processed by RNase III at ten discrete sites (Dunn and Studier 1973; 
Studier and Dunn 1983). Most sites are efficiently recognized by RNase III; processing at 
R0.3 is necessary for high levels of translation of the 0.3 RNA (Dunn and Studier 1975) 
and R1.1 has been used as a model substrate for enzymological studies (reviewed in 
Nicholson, 1999 (Nicholson 1999). The first RNase III site on the T7 genome, R0.3, lies 
more than 100 nucleotides downstream of BOXA and the sequences encompassing 
BOXA are not predicted to be part of any stable secondary structure.  Cutting at R0.3 or 
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any other RNase III site while E. coli RNAP is internalizing the T7 genome would sever 
any RNA loop between BOXA and the transcribing antiterminated complex. Thus RNA 
looping may not be necessary for maintaining the elongation complex in an 
antitermination-competent conformation. Of course, cleavage by RNase III does not 
preclude the 0.3 leader RNAs that include BOXA from remaining associated with RNAP 
and the Nus and other proteins necessary for antitermination.  A similar conclusion was 
reached for transcription from the HK022 PL promoter that is antiterminated by the put 
element(Sloan, Rutkai et al. 2007).  
In assays for readthrough of the 16S rho-dependent terminator both in vivo (Berg, 
Squires et al. 1989) and in vitro (Squires, Greenblatt et al. 1993), the T4G boxA mutation 
abolished the antitermination capacity of the elongation complex. As we have shown that 
the same boxA mutation retains partial activity in vivo it is possible that readthrough of 
Rho-dependent terminators and suppressing pausing can be separated. NusA and NusG, 
and possibly additional factors (Torres, Balada et al. 2004), affect both antitermination of 
transcription and the efficiency of Rho-mediated termination.  A second possibility is 
then that the complex between the mutant BOXA and NusB (or the NusB-NusE 
heterodimer) results in a conformational difference in the elongation complex that 
interferes with binding or function of NusA, NusG, or another antitermination factor. 
The absence of boxA did not measurably inhibit T7 growth in laboratory 
conditions. At best, the latent period is only slightly prolonged in the absence of 
antitermination. A head-to-head competition of T7+ and T7ΔboxA did not reveal any 
clear advantage for growth.  It is possible that under different growth conditions 
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transcription antitermination may assume more importance.  However, even a short delay 
in lysis will confer a significant fitness cost during long-term phage growth in the 
environment, and the presence of boxA in the T7 genome therefore confers an 
evolutionary advantage.  However, that advantage is likely to be greater than anticipated 
simply from the lysis delay.   
Curiously, the absence of boxA is found to be beneficial in some genetic contexts. 
T7 normally fails to plate in the absence of gene 2 or likewise in a strain containing a 
rpoC mutation that prevents gp2-binding and transcription shutoff. The defect is 
manifested by incomplete processing and packaging of concatemeric T7 DNA, as it is 
found to be degraded, preferentially from the left end (Yamada, Silnutzer et al. 1978; 
Shanblatt and Nakada 1982). However, in the absence of either boxA or promoter PA3, 
T7 is found to plates with equal efficiency in the absence of gene 2. The requirement for 
PA3 has little to do with its position. When boxA and its spacer sequence were moved 
downstream from PA1 and PA1A2 neither the fully antiterminating rate nor gene 2-
independent growth was restored. Thus, it is concluded that only T7 PA3 antiterminates 
due to an inherent property of the promoter.  
The observation that both the minimal and slightly extended PA3 failed to 
antiterminate does not necessarily indicate a lack or reduction of promoter activity. 
Sequences and interactions at the promoter are found to affect downstream processes 
without preventing promoter activity. In λPL, it was demonstrated that mutations at -14 
and -45 upregulated transcription from the promoter, but downregulated the 
antiterminating modification by N protein (Zhou, Shi et al. 2006). This result suggests 
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that the elongating polymerase is different, depending on the promoter from which it 
initiates. This concept was demonstrated separately using a rpoD mutant that alters the 
interface between core complex and σ70 in the initiation complex (Berghofer-
Hochheimer, Lu et al. 2005). The perturbed interaction does not prevent mutant σ70-
holoenzyme from initiation, but is manifested in the elongation complex long after σ70 
has disassociated from the core. After the mutant σ70 disassociated, core alone was found 
to transcribe faster and pause less frequently than wildtype in vitro. If polymerase can 
remember the promoter from which it initiates, a core polymerase that has left PA3 may 
be better suited for antitermination than one that initiates at PA1 or PA2.  
The first PA3-boxA construct failed to restrict T7 plating in the absence of gene 2. 
It was possible that the sequences chosen to define and construct were too minimal and 
lacked necessary regulatory regions. To test this idea the length of PA3 construct was 
extended sequentially upstream. Because of the positions of A/T rich regions, I chose 
positions 687, 665, and 625 to further extend promoter PA3. dA-rich tracts have been 
demonstrated to be relevant for other promoters for both bending of DNA and for contact 
with the α−subunit οf RNAP. In ribosomal operons, contacts between the C-terminus 
α−subunits are found to contact the minor groove of A-rich upstream (UP) elements to 
stimulate transcription (Ross, Ernst et al. 2001; Yasuno, Yamazaki et al. 2001). The UP 
elements in the rrnB P1 promoter are positioned upstream between -38 and -59 (Gourse, 
Ross et al. 2000), similar in distance to the regions upstream of PA3.  In the 
phospholipase C gene promoter of Clostridium, a series of 4-5mer A tracts at the 
upstream positions -40, -50, and -62 participate in bending DNA in this region upstream 
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from the promoter and as result are stimulatory (Katayama, Matsushita et al. 1999). In 
T7, I found the 22 base pairs between 687 and 665 were sufficient to prevent gene 2- 
minus growth, provided boxA was located downstream. Mutations in α that are shown to 
abolish UP element α−subunit interaction may facilitate in determining why these 
upstream sequences are important.    
Because the purpose for transcription shutoff is related to antitermination, it is not 
surprising that the other T7 gene implicated in shutoff, gene 0.7, is shown to increase 
termination. Gene 0.7 is normally nonessential for growth in nutrient-rich media, and 
deletions that remove some or all of its coding sequences are commonly isolated. 
However, in the absence of gene 2, gene 0.7 becomes absolutely critical. The plating 
efficiency of a T7 gene 0.7, gene 2 double mutant is a million-fold less than when 
compared to T7+. Gp0.7 is a serine-threonine kinase that phosphorylates a number of 
host proteins, including the  β’ subunit of RNAP. When the T1068 residue is 
phosphorylated, a phosphomimetic mutant is found to terminate more frequently, 
presumably through both Rho and at the intrinsic terminator T7Te (Severinova and 
Severinov 2006). Thus, the apparent T7 shut-off strategy for host transcription is two-
fold; initiation from early promoters is prevented by gene 2 and polymerase molecules 
that do initiate are made termination-competent by gene 0.7. In this work, the isolated 
and constructed phages that fail to antiterminate also meet this requirement, and 
expectedly are found to grow in the absence of gene 2.   
  In concluding remarks, a more recent, albeit incomplete result warrants a 
mention and provides some insight about the fate of internalized T7 DNA when the 
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shutoff activities of gene 2 and gene 0.7 are absent. The internalization of a T7 construct 
possessing a deletion in both genes 0.7 and 1 was measured. This phage was infected into 
the strain harboring the rpoC-Δ114−1190 allele. The infecting T7 construct enters and 
genes are both transcribed and transcripts translated, though it fails to express gp0.7, gp2, 
and T7 RNAP proteins. Expectedly, the rate of entry was found to be close to the 
antiterminating rate of 40bp/sec. The intensity of all DpnI bands reached maximum 
intensity plateau within 20 minutes, indicating that nearly 100% of phage genomes had 
completely entered. However, between 24 and 30 minutes post-infection the intensity of 
all DNA fragments increased in intensity, far beyond the maximum quantified values 
found in the control Sau3A I lane. These results indicate that T7 DNA is undergoing 
replication once the entire genome enters the cell. This replication is not believed to 
occur via the normal primary or secondary origins, as these are shown to require T7 
RNAP at T7 promoters. Further experiments also show that this T7 RNAP–independent 
replication is largely dependent on the absence of gene 0.7, and to a lesser extent gene 2. 
The interpretation of this result is that phage replication proteins are synthesized and 
when genes 0.7 and 2 are absent, uninhibited host transcription (most likely 
antitermination) can initiate an origin of replication in concatemeric T7 DNA. 
It is possible that the process of gene 1-independent replication is responsible for 
the failure to package T7 DNA late during infection. This replication is largely dependent 
the early promoters, boxA, and the absence of gene 2 and gene 0.7. Normally, the phage 
packages DNA after most T7 DNA replication is complete. 
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Ongoing replication may provide a block should the packaging proteins collide with a 
replication fork. This may be a common problem for the T7-like phages that possess a 
single-subunit RNAP and is the true reason for the preservation of shutoff proteins. 
Alternatively, one might speculate that gene 1-indepent replication is ancestral and is 
even functional in other T7-like phages. Other T7-like phages lack the single subunit 
RNAP, though little is known about their mode of replication (Sullivan, Coleman et al. 
2005).  
Finally, this work has culminated to the current aim, which is to evolve a 
bacteriophage T7 that produces infectious particles in the absence of T7 RNAP. Host 
transcription, or more specifically antitermination, now is shown to internalize the entire 
genome and initiate and enable T7 RNAP-independent DNA replication. Thus, the 
apparent requirements that remain are for sufficient T7 protein synthesis and packaging 
of phage DNA. Normally, T7 DNA packaging requires a paused T7 RNAP complex at a 
concatemer junction sequence (CJ) (Nayak, Siller et al. 2008). Late in infection. T7 gp3.5 
(lysozyme) is largely bound to T7 RNAP and increases its propensity to pause at 
sequences, including the CJ sequence, found immediately downstream of the terminal 
repeat. This paused RNAP complex then interacts with the terminase to initiate the 
packaging process. There are T7 RNAP mutants that fail to pause at CJ and thus prevent 
the terminase interaction and therefore inhibit growth (Zhang and Studier 1995). By 
selecting phages that overcome the growth defect on a strain expressing one of these T7 
gene 1 mutants, I have isolated suppressing mutants in terminase that overcome the 
requirement for pausing at CJ. Furthermore, it is shown that most T7 proteins are 
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produced during a gene 1-minus infection, but the expression of structural proteins is 
much lower, indicating that these may be limiting. Because the transcriptome of T7 has 
evolved to be optimal for the phage polymerase transcription, it may be necessary to 
include additional host promoters proximal to limiting genes to overcome this block.   
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Appendix A 
 
Strain construction 
1. IJ1517 was made by curing IJ1133 (RV thi ∆lacX74 ∆(mcrC-mrr)102:Tn10)) 
of TcR 
2. IJ1748 was made by transducing KnR via P1 from A188 into IJ1517. 
Transductancts were tested for resistance to T7 and sensitivity to T7 
ST16trxA.  
3. IJ1517 rhoE134D was made by transducing TnR via P1 from K7907 into 
IJ1748. Transductants were tested for T7 sensitivity. 
4. IJ1517 rhoE134D nusA533:Cam was made by transducing CmR via P1 from 
K7906 into IJ1517 rhoE134D. Transductants were tested by titering 
bacteriophage λ Nam vir, as the absence nusA increases the titer 
approximately 100X.  
5. IJ1517 nusB::IS10 was made by transducing TetR via P1 from IQ527 tsx into 
IJ1517. Transductants were tested for resistance to bacteriophage T6. 
6. IJ1517 rpoCY75N was made by transducing KnR via P1 from RW3926 into 
IJ1517.  Transductants were tested for resistance to bacteriophage HK022. 
7. IJ1820 R-M- was made by transducing tetR via P1 from ER16858 into 
IJ1820. Transductants were tested for being Δ(mrcC-mrr) by plating T7 
gene0.3 minus phages that had been passaged on E.coli  C. 
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 Protocol for Bacteriophage P1 transduction 
1. A fresh stock of P1vir was made by diluting P1 between 10-1 and 10-5 and 
plating 100ul of diluent with 200 ul of an exponentially growing donor strain 
in 2.5 ml of 45C, 0.7% Tryptone agar on top of a 1.5% Tryptone agar plate. 
2. After overnight growth (12-18 hours) at 37C, the phage is extracted by gently 
agitating 8 ml Luria Broth with the scraped top agar of a plate showing 
moderate lysis and chloroforming the suspension. The tube is kept on ice and 
allowed to sit for 30-60 minutes. 
3. The suspension is centrifuged at 5,000 rpm for 10 minutes to remove agar and 
chloroform and the supernatant is transferred to a sterile tube as a working 
stock. 
4. Normally P1 is grown through MG1655 to maintain a primary stock. To make 
a transducing lysate, repeat steps 1-3 through a donor strain and use within 5-7 
days. 
5. When transducing a genetic marker of interest, grow the recipient strain to a 
density of 2 x 108 cells/ml in LB (10mM CaCl2). Infect 3 ml of cells in 
triplicate at a multiplicity of 1, 0.1, and .001.  Allow the infected cells to grow 
at the given temperature for another 15 minutes and the make each 5ml 
culture 100mM sodium citrate and put on ice. 
6. Spin for 5 minutes at 5,000 rpm and decant. Resuspend pellet gently in 6 ml 
ice cold LB (10mM sodium citrate), then repeat spin and resuspension twice. 
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7. Resuspend pellet in 200 ul of desired buffer and spread on double overlay 
selective plates. Because the cells have not been through a round of growth 
and gene expression, it is important to use a double overlay technique in 
which a 2X concentration of the appropriate antibiotic is added to 12 ml of LB 
agar as a bottom layer, and just prior to plating a 12 ml overlay of LB agar is 
added as a top layer. The rate of drug diffusion normally allows the desired 
antibiotic resistance marker to be expression in transductants prior to 
exposure. 
 
Entry Experiment 
 
1. Grow cells containing plasmid pTP166 in L Broth + 100 μg/ml ampicillin at 
30˚C or 37˚C to a density of 2 x 108 cells/ml. If chloramphenicol is needed in 
the experiment, add the antibiotic directly to the cells so that the final 
concentration is 200 μg/ml. Treat the cells with anitibiotics for 10 min before 
adding phage. 
2. Infect cells with unmethylated phage at a multiplicity of 0.4.  
3. At the desired time points, take 0.75 ml of the infected cells and add it to 0.75 
ml of ice-cold phenol-ethanol solution ( 2% [vol/vol] phenol, 75% [vol/vol] 
ETOH, 8mM EDTA, 20 mM sodium acetate [pH 5.2] ). Mix the sample, and 
keep the infected cells on ice until all the time points are taken. 
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4. Spin down the cells for 3 min at 4?C, and remove the supernatant. The 
infected cells should be stuck to the sides of the microfuge tube’s wall. 
Resuspend the infected cells into 0.5ml of 50 mM Tris chloride pH 7.5, 50 
mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 100 ?g/ml proteinase 
K. Incubate the samples at  37?C for 1 hour. 
5. Add 200 ? l of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8-saturated phenol to the samples, and 
gently mix until an emulsion forms. Let the layers separate at room 
temperature. 
6. Remove 0.5 ml of the aqueous layer, and put it into a new microfuge tube. 
Add 200 ? l of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8-saturated phenol: chloroform; isoamyl 
alcohol (25:24:1) to the samples, and gently mix until an emulsion forms. Put 
the tubes into a 55?C water bath or heatblock.  Let the layers separate. When 
the both layers become clear, remove 0.4 ml of the top layer carefully without 
disturbing middle white layer. .  
7. Put the 0.4 ml of the aqueous layer into a new microfuge tube. 
Add 200 ? l of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8-saturated phenol: chloroform; isoamyl 
alcohol (25:24:1) to the samples, and gently mix until an emulsion forms. Put 
the tubes into a 55?C water bath or heatblock.  Let the layers separate. When 
the both layers become clear, remove the top layer carefully without 
disturbing middle white layer and put 0.3 ml into a new microfuge tube.  
8. Add 900 ? l ETOH to the sample, and gently mix. Allow DNA to precipitate 
for 30 minutes on ice. 
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9. Spin down the precipitate at 10-14K rpm for 5-10 minutes. Remove the 
supernatant. Add 1000 μl 80% ETOH to the pellet, centrifuge at 10K for 1 
minute and remove the supernatant with a pipette. Allow to dry at room 
temperature. 
10. When all ETOH has dried, resuspend in 36 μl ddH20. 
11. Digest samples with 10-20 units DpnI for at least 2-3 hours. One sample 
(usually Time =0) is also cut with 10-20 units of Sau 3AI for at least 2-3 hours 
to serve as a control. 
12. Load the samples onto a pre-formed 0.7% TAE agarose gel. Electrophorese 
the DNA in 1X TAE buffer until a workable separation of DNA is achieved 
(usually 18 hour at 35 V). 
13. Transfer the DNA onto a nylon membrane using the Southern transfer 
protocol. 
 
Southern Transfer and hybridization (Sambrook et al. 1989) 
 
1. Soak the agarose gel in 1 liter of 0.4 NaOH, 0.6 M NaCl for 30 minutes with 
gentle agitation. 
2. Remove the agarose gel from the salt-base solution, and add it to 1 liter of 
1.5M NaCl, 0.5 M Tris-Cl pH 7.5. Gently agitate the agarose gel in this 
solution for 30 minutes. 
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3. Cut the agarose gel to remove the top segment above the DNA loading wells 
(about 3-4 centimeters) and about 5 centimeters from the bottom of the gel. 
This removes the portions of the agarose gel that contain no T7 DNA and 
reduce the amount of Nylon membrane needed for blotting. 
4. Cut a piece of Whatmann 3MM paper that is as wide, but 10 cm longer than 
the gel. Construct a platform in a tray. The platform should have the 
dimensions of the agarose gel and should rise at least 3-5 cm above the floor 
of the tray. Place the Whatmann paper on the platform so the ends of the 
paper so the ends hang to the bottom of the tray. Wet the Whatmann paper 
with 10X SSC and allow excess SSC to fill the bottom of the tray. Roll the 
paper with a glass rod to squeeze out excess air and bubbles. 
5. Add a second piece of Whatmann paper that is cut to the dimensions of the 
agarose gel. Wet with SSC and remove air by rolling the paper with a galss 
rod. 
6. Carefully position and square the agarose gel on the 2 layers of Whatmann 
paper. Gently roll out excess air and wet by pouring SSC over the gel.  
7. Measure and cut a piece of Nylon membrane to the size of the agrose gel.  
Soak Nylon in 10XSSC. Place and square the piece of Nylon membrane over 
the agarose gel and roll out excess air with a glass rod. 
8. Place two more pieces of Whatmann paper and wet and remove air as 
performed in step 4. 
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9. Cut paper towels to the size of the agarose gel. Carefully stack 14-18 cm of 
paper towels over the top of the Whatmann paper. Add 400-600 g of 
additional weight  the top of the paper towels. 
10. Blot 18-24 hours. Ensure there is enough 10X SSC and do not allow the wick 
to remove all SSC from the tray. 
11. Dry nylon membrane for 90 minutes at 80˚C. 
12. Place nylon membrane into the hybridization tube. Add 20 ml 
prehybridization solution and rotate for 2-3 hours at 68˚C. 
13. Prepare P32-labeled T7 DNA to probe the nylon membrane. For each blot, 
add 100ng of T7 DNA and 40 ng of random hexamers in a volume of 25 μl. 
Denature by heating at 100˚C for 5 minutes and then cool on ice. 
14.  Add 4 μl 10X Klenow buffer + dATPS, dTTP,and dGTP (33μM each), 1 μl 
BSA, 20-50 μCi of αP32−dCTP, and 0.5 μl of DNA Pol I (Klenow)               
(5 units/ μl). Incubate at 37˚C for 30 minutes. 
15. Add 50 μl ddH20. Pass through a sepharose spin column to remove excess 
αP32−dCTP. 
16. Denature product by heating at 100˚C. Add to the prehybridization solution in 
the hybridization tube. One reaction can be enough to probe 1 or 2 blots. 
17. Hybridize overnight at 68˚C. 
18. Dispose prehybridization and excess label into proper container. 
19. Wash the blot with 20 ml 2X SSC. Rotate for 15 minutes at 68˚C. 
20. Decant and add 20 ml 2X SSC + 0.1% SDS. Rotate for 30 minutes at 68˚C. 
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21. Decant and add 20 ml 0.1X SSC +0.1% SDS. Rotate for 30 minutes at 68˚C. 
22. Decant and add 20 ml 0.05X SSV + 0.1% SDS. Rotate for 15 minutes at 
68˚C. 
23. Dry at room temperature for 5 minutes. Wrap in saran wrap and expose to 
phosphoimager screen. 
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Recipes 
L Broth 
10 g Bacto-Trypone  5 g NaCl  5 g Bacto-Yeast Extract 
1 liter distilled water 
1.5% L Agar 
10 g Bacto-Trypone  5 g NaCl  15 g Bacto-agar 
5 g Bacto-Yeast Extract 1 liter distilled water 
0.7% L Agar 
10 g Bacto-Trypone  5 g NaCl  5 g Bacto-agar 
5 g Bacto-Yeast Extract  1 liter distilled water 
1.5% T Agar 
10 g Bacto-Trypone  5 g NaCl  15 g Bacto-agar 
1 liter distilled water 
0.7% T Agar 
10 g Bacto-Trypone  5 g NaCl  5 g Bacto-agar 
1 liter distilled water 
50X TAE Electrophoresis Buffer (Sambrook et al., 1989) 
242 g Tris base  57.1 ml glacial acetic acid 
100 ml 0.5 EDTA pH 8.0  distilled water up to 1000ml 
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TES Buffer 
50 mM NaCl   50 mM Tris-HCl pH7.5 
5 mM EDTA pH 7.5 
 
20X SSC 
175.3 NaCl   88.2 g sodium citrate   
Distilled water to 1000 ml 
Denhardt’s Solution 
0.5 g Ficoll   0.5 g Polyvinyl Pyrrolidone 
0.5 g BSA fraction V(Sigma)  Distilled water to 50 ml 
Hybridization Buffer 
 2 ml 50X Denhardt’s solution 6 ml 20X SSC  1ml 10% SDS  
 1 ml of 2 mg/ml denatured calf thymus DNA 10 ml of distilled water 
 10x Klenow labeling buffer 
 0.5 M Tris pH 7.0  1mM DTT 
 0.1 M Mg SO4  0.6 mM dGTP, dTTP, dATP  
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Appendix B 
Phage construction 
1. Dam12 (Garcia and Molineux 1995) possesses all six natural T7 Dam 
(GATC) sites and six additional sites that have been previously cloned 
stepwise into T7. Two sites were found in T7 3.5am13a as changes at base 
positions 16399 (CÆT) and 18423 (GÆA). One site was created as BglII 
linker cloned into a gene 10 plasmid at T7 base position 23065 and 
subsequently crossed into a gene10am mutant. A linker inserted into the PacI 
site at site 27222 between genes 12 and 13 created was cut at the Bcl I site and 
re-ligated to separate the largest T7 Dam generated fragment (23056 to 
35685) into two fragments easily separated on a gel. Studier and Moffat 
(1988) inserted linkers with multiple GATC sites associated with BamHI sites 
at base positions 836 and 1379 to create sRK836,1379. 
2. SRK1379 D10 del4127 was constructed a follows:  sRK1379 possesses a 749 
bp deletion between 1380 and 2128. A MluI left-end fragment of MluI was 
ligated to the MluI right-end fragment of D12. The T7 gene 1 mutant 4127 
(Zhang and Studier 1995) possesses a deletion of most of the N-terminus of 
gene 1, between 3100 and 4674. This deletion was cloned into Srk1379D10 
by ligating the left-end (1.6Kb) and right-end (31.7Kb) PspGI fragments of 
Srk1379D10 to the middle fragment (4.2Kb) of 4127. 
3. Phage D448-836 (Garcia and Molineux, 1995) was made by ligating the 447 
left-end ApoI to the 39114bp right end fragment of sRK836. 
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4. Phage D448-836 D11 was made by ligating the 9113 left-end MluI fragment 
to the ~30.5 right-end MluI fragment of Dam12. 
5. Phage D448-836 D11 Del4127 was constructed by ligating the left-end 
(1.9Kb) and right-end (31.7Kb) PspGI fragments of Phage D448-836D10 to 
the middle (4.2Kb) PspGI fragment of 4127. 
6. BoxAR1 D11 was constructed by generating a PCR product amplifying T7 
DNA between T7 positions 1 (T7 primer 1) and 836 (T7 primer BoxARI). The 
BoxAR1 primer possesses a boxA T4G mutation at T7 position 816 and a 
BamHI site at position 836. The 836 BamHI fragment of the PCR product was 
joined to the 38.5 BamHI right-end fragment of sRK836 Dam12. 
7. ΔBoxA and ΔBoxA D11 were constructed by generating a PCR product 
amplifying T7 DNA between T7 positions 1 (T7 primer 1) and 814 (T7 primer 
DelBoxA). The DelBoxA primer possesses a deletion between T7 position 
814 and 822 with a 5’ BamHI site at 815. The 836 BamHI fragment of the 
PCR product was joined to the 38.5 BamHI right-end fragment of sRK836 
Dam12. 
8. Prak26 D11 was constructed by cloning the 110 bp BamHI-EcoRI fragment 
from plasmid pRAK26 between the T7 Apo I 444 bp left end and the 38.5 
BamHI right-end fragment of sRK836 Dam12. 
9. Prak31 D11 was constructed by cloning the 181 bp BamHI-EcoRI fragment 
from plasmid pRAK31 between the T7 Apo I 444 bp left end and the 38.5 
BamHI right-end fragment of sRK836 Dam12. 
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10. Phage A1-boxA was constructed by generating a PCR product amplifying T7 
DNA between T7 positions 751 (T7 primer 751F) and 825 (T7 primer 825R). 
The 751F primer is flanked by an EcoRI site and the 825 primer is flanked by 
a BamHI site.  An additional PCR product amplifying T7 DNA between T7 
positions 1 (T7 primer 1) and 498 (T7 primer 498R) was also constructed. The 
498F primer possesses an EcoRI site. The 751-825 fragment was cloned 
between the 498 bp left end fragment and the 38.5 kb BamHI right-end 
fragment of sRK836 Dam12. 
11. Phage A1A2-boxA was constructed by generating a PCR product amplifying 
T7 DNA between T7 positions 751 (T7 primer 751F) and 825 (T7 primer 
825R). The 751F primer is flanked by an EcoRI site and the 825 primer is 
flanked by a BamHI site.  An additional PCR product amplifying T7 DNA 
between T7 positions 1 (T7 primer 1) and 626 (T7 primer 626R) was also 
constructed. The 626F primer possesses an EcoRI site. The 751-825 fragment 
was cloned between the 626 bp left end fragment and the 38.5 kb BamHI 
right-end fragment of sRK836 Dam12. 
12. Phage T714C-BamHI822 was constructed by generating a PCR product 
amplifying T7 mutant T714C DNA between T7 positions 1 (T7 primer 1F) 
and 822 (T7 primer 822R). The 822R primer is flanked by an EcoRI site. The 
822 bp fragment was ligated to the 39.2 kb EcoRI site of sRK836.  
13. Phage T737C-BamHI822 was constructed by generating a PCR product 
amplifying T7 mutant T737C DNA between T7 positions 1 (T7 primer 1F) 
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and 822 (T7 primer 822R). The 822R primer is flanked by an EcoRI site. The 
822 bp fragment was ligated to the 39.2 kb EcoRI site of sRK836.  
14. Phage 711-825 was constructed by generating a PCR product amplifying T7 
DNA between T7 positions 711 (T7 primer 711F) and 825 (T7 primer 825R). 
Both the 711F and 825R primers possess a BamHI site. The 114 bp fragment 
was ligated to the 444 BamHI fragment of T7 phage 1 and the 39.2 kb BamHI 
site of T7 phage 1. 
15. Phage 703-825 was constructed by generating a PCR product amplifying T7 
DNA between T7 positions 703 (T7 primer 711F) and 825 (T7 primer 825R). 
Both the 703F and 825R primers possess a BamHI site. The 122 bp fragment 
was ligated to the 444 BamHI fragment of T7 phage 1 and the 39.2 kb BamHI 
site of T7 phage 1. 
16. Phage 687-825 was constructed by generating a PCR product amplifying T7 
DNA between T7 positions 687 (T7 primer 711F) and 825 (T7 primer 825R). 
Both the 687F and 825R primers possess a BamHI site. The 138 bp fragment 
was ligated to the 444 BamHI fragment of T7 phage 1 and the 39.2 kb BamHI 
site of T7 phage 1. 
17. Phage 665-825 was constructed by generating a PCR product amplifying T7 
DNA between T7 positions 665 (T7 primer 711F) and 825 (T7 primer 825R). 
Both the 665F and 825R primers possess a BamHI site. The 160 bp fragment 
was ligated to the 444 BamHI fragment of T7 phage 1 and the 39.2 kb BamHI 
site of T7 phage 1. 
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18. Phage 625-825 was constructed by generating a PCR product amplifying T7 
DNA between T7 positions 625 (T7 primer 711F) and 825 (T7 primer 825R). 
Both the 625F and 825R primers possess a BamHI site. The 200 bp fragment 
was ligated to the 444 BamHI fragment of T7 phage 1 and the 39.2 kb BamHI 
site of T7 phage 1. 
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Appendix C 
 
Protocols for phage production for DNA manipulation 
1. Phages are preferentially grown from permanent lysates and serial passaging 
is avoided whenever possible. 
2. In a rotary water bath, grow culture in 150ml LB to a density of 108 cells/ml 
in exponential phase and infected with 100-200ul of lysate. Typically phage is 
grown at 30C, but promoter deletion mutants are grown at 37C. 
3. When the culture clarifies, make the lysate 1M NaCl and allow the flask to set 
at room temperature for 15-30 minutes. To remove debris, The lysate is 
centrifuged at 7,000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4C. 
4. Recover the supernatant without disturbing the pellet.  Add PEG 8000 to 8% 
(w/v) , gently dissolve, and then precipitate overnight on ice, in the dark. 
5. Centrifuge the PEG 8000 lysate at 4,000 rpm for 20 minutes, decant the 
supernatant, and remove the residual LB by Pasteur pipette. 
6. Resuspend the phage PEG pellet in 3.5 ml T7 buffer and rehydrate for at least 
1-2 hours. 
7. Centrifuge 3.5ml hydrated suspension is for 5 minutes at 5,000 rpm to remove 
insoluble material. Gently pour off from pellet and save supernatant. Keep on 
ice. 
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8. Layer the supernatant over a CsCl gradient in a SW50.1 rotor tube. To make 
the gradient, pour the bottom 0.5ml of CsCl with a density of ρ=1.6, then 
gently layer 0.5ml of CsCl ρ=1.5, and finally layer 1.0ml of CsCl ρ=1.4. 
9. Add the 3.5ml of rehydrate phage in T7 buffer gently to the top of the 
gradient. Adjust volume of necessary with ice cold T7 buffer. 
10. Centrifuge the 3.5 ml hydrated suspension in a prechilled (4C) SW50.1 rotor 
at 30,000 rpm for 1.5 hours. The phage will band at the interface between 
ρ=1.4 and ρ=1.5 layers. 
11. Remove the phage band from the side of the tube with a 1.0ml syringe and a 
25G needle. 
12. Remove the CsCl by dialysis against 500ml of cold T7 buffer overnight. 
13. To further purify T7 particles, skip dialysis (Step 12) and add phage and CsCl 
ρ=1.49 to 5.0ml volume in a SW50.1 rotor tube. Centrifuge at 35,000 rpm 
overnight at 4C. A faint phage will be apparent in about 25% down from the 
top of the tube. Remove CsCl by dialysis as in step 12. 
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Recipes 
T7 Buffer (Studier, 1969) 
0.1M Tris-HCl  pH 7.5 1 M NaCl  1mM EDTA pH 7.5 
TES Buffer 
50 mM NaCl  50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 5mM EDTA pH 7.5 
 
 
Cesium Chloride Gradient Stocks 
ρ=1.43 
33g cesium chloride 
50ml 10 mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 10mM MgCl2 
ρ=1.53 
41g cesium chloride 
50ml 10 mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 10mM MgCl2 
ρ=1.62 
50g cesium chloride 
50ml 10 mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 10mM MgCl2 
ρ=1.49 
37.5g cesium chloride 
50ml 10 mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 10mM MgCl2 
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